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Henry opens MSU ethanol station Democrats lining
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
When Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
helped found the Kentucky Clean
Fuels Coalition in 1993, his goal
was to provide fuel sources that
would not only be better for the
s environment, but would also
encourage new economic partnerships and ventures.
A prime example of that goal
being met occurred Wednesday
morning as Murray State
University unveiled its new
ethanol refueling station at its
motor pool, located just south of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The refueling station will utilize E85 fuel, which is composed
of 85 percent ethanol and 15 percent gasoline. Ethanol is a highoctane, liquid, domestic and
renewable fuel produced by the
fermentation of plant sugars. In
the United States, ethanol is typically produced from corn and
other grain products.
For Henry, who was present at
Wednesday's activities during a
swing through the western part of
the state,.the establishment of the
station represents another .aspect
of Kentucky's growing economy.
, "My family's been farming
corn since 1815 in the 1st
Congressional District," the lieutenant governor said. "Whatever
we can do to keep our family
farms together (is) doing our state
a great service."
_05 is considered an ahemaTuerfdëIid state
laws. Its appearance and performance are nearly identical to gasoline, however ethanol does not
contain many of the toxic chemicals found in gasoline. Ethanol is
non-toxic, water soluable and
biodegradable.
With Kentucky's large production of corn each year, the implementation and production of
ethanol is something that could be
beneficial to both farmers and
motorists in the state.
"This is an exciting day and an
exciting time for Murray State and
the west Kentucky region," said
Dewey Yeatts, associate vice president of facilities management at
MSU. "This is about more than
just a fuel tank and a pump. It is
about a alternative fuel infrastructure development program that is

III See Page 2

up opposition to
patients' rights deal

MELISSA STONEBERGER Ledger & Times Photo

FILL 'ER UP ... Lt. Gov. Steve Henry fills up one of Murray State University's E85 Taurus vehicles from MSU's new ethanol refueling station. With Henry are (left) John Davies. Director of
Kentucky Division of Energy, and LaToya Brown of Ford Motor Company.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House and House GOP leaders are racing to put the finishing
touches on a patients' rights bill
based on an 1 1 th-hour compromise
between President Bush and the lead
Republican author of a version Bush
had threatened to veto.
"After a lot of labor and a lot of
discussion, we shook hands in the
Oval Office about 10 minutes ago,"
George W. Bush
Bush said, standing beside Rep.
Charles Norwood. a Georgia plans — in consumer-friendly state
Republican who has worked closely courts or the uniform system of fedwith Democrats but finally made a eral court.
. According to a one-page statedeal with the president.
ment released by the administration,
"It does protect the patients of
Bush
agreed to open the dour a little
this country," said Norwood, who
more
to
more lawsuits and Norwood
followed Bush to the White House
agreed
to
close it a little.
podium for the late-afternoon
The
HMOs
could be sued in state
announcement. "We have accomcourts, but the cases would be govplished the very goals we set out."
erned by rules used in federal court
"We have found a way to get a
system
that would require patients
bill to the floor that the president
can sign." Speaker Dennis Hastert to exhaust all of their appeals to outside reviewers before going into
said late Wednesday.
court.
Even as Democrats and some
Senate Democrats who have
moderate House Republicans
been Norwood allies said they were
scrambled to keep supporters from
disappointed in the deal, but were
defecting to the Bush-Norwood
_somewhat muted in their criticism
compromise, Norwood said: "The
was unclear how hard they
bottom line and goal is, we want to 'and;t
Might
fight
it.
change the law. The last time I
"The
president
has finally agreed
looked, that's pretty difficult to do
to
accept
the
patient
protections" the
without the presidential signature."
bill's supporters have long sought,
Notwithstanding a flurry of
activity that stretched into the wee said Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, Dhours today (Thursday), it remained Mass., including access to emergency room care and medical speunclear whether a package could be
cialists. At the same time, he said,
finalized in time for a vote before
the proposal "continues to make
the House adjourns Friday for an
these rights unenforceable and proAugust recess.
tect HMOs more than patients."
Plans were being made for Bush
Some House Democrats said
to visit the Capitol to speak to
applying federal court rules in state
Republicans in the House and
lawsuits would be too cumbersome.
Senate.
"The rumor is that the intent here
"I have to have more of an explais to kill the bill." said Rep. Louise
nation. I have to see it in writing,"
Slaughter. D-N.Y.. a member of the
said Rep. Marge Roukema,
House Rules Committee, which met
as news of the deal spread among
late Wednesday.
lawmakers Wednesday evening.
Norwood admitted the details
Roukema is a GOP supporter of the
would be difficult for lawmakers to
Patients' rights plan Bush opposes.
write into specific legislative lanBush and Norwood agreed to a
guage — and agree on — in a single
compromise on the thorny issue of
where patients may sue their health •See Page 3

Congress wants to overhaul WA Board
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Tennessee
Valley Authority's customer base ranges from
6.000 in Virginia to 2.3 million in Tennessee. But
two congressional proposals would give these
states equal clout in managing the utility.
Alabama Sens. Richard Shelby and Jeff
Sessions, both Republicans, introduced a measure Wednesday that would expand TVA's board

of directors from three full-time members to 14
part-timers. It would allow two representatives
from each of the utility's seven states, serving up
to two four-year terms.
In addition, the legislation creates a chief
executive officer who would serve a four-year
term and could be reappointed an unlimited number of times.

That proposal comes just days after Sen. Zell
Miller, D-Ga.. suggested a similar idea calling for
seven board members, one from each state.
"I don't think you generally run boards based
on customers, but based on equity and ability,"
Shelby said."TVA basically is a multibillion-dollar corporation that never evolved from its origi-

II See Page 2

Biggest Baby Shower set for Saturday
Special to the Ledger
All families in Murray and
Calloway County with children
through age four, as well as expectant parents. are encouraged to
attend The World's Biggest Baby
Shower.
The shower is set for Saturday,
Aug. 4, from 10 a.m.-1 p.m., at the
University Church of Christ, next to
the Murray Wal-Mart.
More than 35 exhibits and tables
will be set up to provide helpful

information for families with babies hand, as well as Dana Bazzell, RN,
and young children. The support and and Stephanie Weis. Speech
involvement of Dr. Clegg Austin Language
Pathologist,
from
and the new addition to his staff, Dr. Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Virginia Lilienthal, plus Dr. Joyce will highlight the baby shower, too.
Hughes, pediatrician from Primary
Gifts and refreshments will be
Care, Janet Thurmond, ARNP, with provided for all participants. and
the Murray Woman's Clinic. and Dr. door prizes will be awarded, as well.
Huong Kelly, dentist.
Because of the state budget shortCalloway
County
Health fall, activities involving Drive
Department's Linda Cavitt, RN,and Smart Kentucky have been curDebbie Davis, RN, and Patsy Fain tailed.
with the WIC Program. will be on
Efforts are currently underway,
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though, to find alternative personnel
to do car seat safety checks for baby
shower participants.
For more information about this
collaborative community event.
phone the Murray Family/Youth
Resource Center (759-9592), the
Calloway County Family Resource
Center (762-7333), the Little Laker
Family Resource Center (7627410). or Murray Head Stan (7536031).

BERNARP KANE Ledger & Times Photo

HOOKED UP ... Seniors Jim Edwards and Brice Ratterree
(standing) watch Charter Cable technician Mike Frommel
wire up the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center
for cable TV. Charter Cable is donating its services to the
not-for-profit social service agency.
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Lt. Gov. tends to
woman who fell ill
at MSU ceremony
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Li Go". Steve Henry probably
did not realize he was going to be on
call when he came to Murray
Wednesday morning.
Henry, an orthopedic surgeon,
was one of the people who attended
to Jan Weaver, 70, Murray, when she
became ill at a ceremony for Murray
State University's ethanol refueling
plant Wednesday.
Weaver was able to walk to an
ambulance from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital under her
own power. A spokespeeson from the
hospital said she was treated for
hypotension caused by .her medicaMELISSA STONEBERGER/Ledger
Times Photo
tion.
ATTENTION
... Jan
QUICK
Dr.
think
that
says
a
lot
about
"I
seen
to
(center)
was
Weaver
Henry," said Dewey Yeatts, MSC
Kentucky's
Henry,
Steve
by
Dr.
associate vice president of facilities
management. "I'm glad we have a Lt. Gov.(at left), after Weaver
became ill at a Murray
doctor in the house today that can do suffered
State ceremony yesterday.
some good."

• TVA ...
From Page 1

PoliceFireLogs

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Two women were transported to the hospital Tuesday following a
two-vehicle accident on U.S. Highway 641 North. Peggy McClanahan,
55, 4976 State Route 121 N., Mayfield, was pulling out of the Rolling Hills
Nursery lot when she attempted to cross into the southbound lane of traffic, which is currently closed because of road construction. Upon realizing her error, McClanahan stopped in the road and was then hit by a
vehicle driven by Angela Peal, 245 First St., Almo.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times
McClanahan was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway
Photo
County Hospital for bruises and neck strain, while Peal was treated and
EARLY
RISERS,
EARLY
released for a fractured right first toe. The sheriff's department report
SHOPPERS ... These two
also stated that Peal 6eceived burns on her arm from her vehicle's air
bag
young women were already
Murray Police Department
staked out in front of Goody's
Dunn,
44,
Kirksey, received minor injuries Thursday morn•
Cynthia
Family Clothing Store this
ing when her vehicle struck a light pole in J.C. Penney's parking lot. She
(Thursday) morning, apparwas treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for a
ently eager to get a jump on
sprained right wrist and a bruised chest.
some bargains. The store's
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
grand opening was today in
• For the month of July, CCFR responded to one water rescue one
Shoppes of Murray shopping
search and rescue; two fire alarms; three vehicle fires; six structure fires:
center here.
three field fires; 11 vehicle accidents with injuries; and one fire investigation, for a total of 28 calls. CCFR members put in 577 hours of training and working on equipment during the month.
• Two trucks and six firemen responded to a vehicle fire Wednesday
on Highway 641 North. The fire began in the engine compartment of a
1994 Geo owned by Gerald Boyd of Paris, Tenn. There were no injuries.
— Information gathered from reports. logs and citations
nal bureaucracy. It's going to be a
from respective agencies.
dinosaur."

• Henry ...
From Page 1
being implemented across the
state."
The 3,000-gallon ethanol tank
installed at MSU will service the
university's fleet of 31 E85-ready
Ford Taurus sedans. The installation
is pan of a $75,000 program funded
by the Ford Motor Company to
develop an alternative fuel infrastructure in Kentucky.
According to Todd Barlow,executive director of the Kentucky Corn
Growers Association, there are
1,700 E85 fleet vehicles in the state
of Kentucky.
-.That doesn't even begin to
touch the number of thousands of
E85 vehicles that are in the hands of
in
the
consumers
here
Commonwealth," he said. "Many
consumers drive those cars on a
daily basis and don't even recognize
that they are an E85 compatible
vehicle."
—
For example, every Ford Taurus
manufactured since 1997 is E85
compatible. DaimlerChrysler and

General Motors have also manufac- agencies," he said. "I feel confident to create a new economy atmostured E85 vehicles in the past few that we could work something out if phere in western Kentucky, and
that becomes a need."
energy has probably surfaced as the
years.
So far, though, Barlow said the
Barlow said that, as with any new number one issue we have here," he
use of ethanol has not become pop- fuel source, there are aspects of said.
"We're working on a plant in
ular enough in Kentucky to warrant ethanol that could cause consumers
the establishment of consumer to question its value. For example, Hopkinsville," Barlow said. -Right
ethanol fueling stations, although vehicles that use ethanol tend to now, we're in the process of raising
one such station does exist in average one or two miles less per funds. We already have the property.
Everything's in place, except the
Louisville. As a result, the only sta- gallon than those that use gasoline.
tions set up so far have been for
"There are people out there who financing."
agencies with large fleets of vehi- will be concerned about ethanol,"
Both Murray Mayor Freed Curd
cles..
Barlow said. "With any alternative and Calloway County Judge"What we've tried to do is target fuel, it's always higher (in cost)than Executive Larry Elkins said after
where we know there's a pool of that of normal gasoline. We think Wednesday's ceremony that while
neither the city nor county currently
cars that can refuel on a daily basis, there's a trade-off."
like here at the university," Barlow
The positive aspects of ethanol uses 85-compatible vehicles, both
said. "Any public of private fleet in have managed to convince many could look into entering into some
the state has been our targets so far." Kentucky officials of its worth, sort of agreement with MSU to use
Yeatts said the MSU station will however. Rep. Buddy Buckingham the product.
"We haven't (looked into it) yet,
be used for refueling any state vehi- (D-Murray) said that, as chair of the
cle, although the capability exists regional planning committee for the but we will be," Judge Elkins said.
for other agencies to possibly use it Kentucky New Economy, he has "We kind of want to see how it
in the future.
been involved with efforts to bring works and see if it's what we think it
"We have the ability for a gov- an ethanol production plant to is."
"If we.could get it at close to the
ernment vehicle to fuel here, and we Hopkinsville,- Ky.
"We have been studying over the same price (as gasoline), we might
have the accounting process set up
so that we can enter an account with past three or four months the issues take a look at it," Mayor Curd said
other state and local government that we think are of the importance "It's definitely a possibility."
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Levy tip leads police 130 miles to Ft. Lee

RegionalBriefs
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Enthusiasm for the start of the school year is
dim at Tennessee's colleges and universities.
The University of Tennessee system is lacking a permanent president.
The chancellor of the Board of Regents is under criticism as a "highly ineffective leader."
Students face an unprecedented 15 percent tuition increase to make up
for deep cuts to higher education in the state budget approved by lawmakers July 12. Even if students have to shell out the extra money, there is no
guarantee the colleges and universities will benefit from it.
Gov. Don Sundquist vetoed the budget last week, putting in place a temporary budget that withholds state funds for every dollar raised through
increased tuition.
"There's a tremendous need for stability in higher education right now,"
said Rich Rhoda, executive director of the Tennessee Higher Education
Commission, itself under fire on Capitol Hill.
THEC oversees both the UT and Regents university systems. It was created in 1967 in large part to mediate their annual fights over money in the
Legislature, and it may not be around much longer.
The commission will continue to operate for two years only after a compromise with Sundquist, who wanted to put the THEC in a one-year winddown phase to either reform or abolish it.
The biggest concern for the state's higher education leaders is whether
they will lose the proceeds of the tuition increase they approved earlier this
month. The increase is expected to raise an estimated $61 million for the UT
and Regents systems.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Tighter security is expected to be in place at
the state Capitol by the time the Legislature reconvenes next week.
The Legislature returns Tuesday to consider whether to override Gov.
Don Sundquist's veto of the state budget. The additional security measures
were prompted by protests by hundreds of citizens July 12, the day the budget was passed, in which three windows of the Capitol were broken.
"We've had concerns raised by legislators, staff, people who work in and
around the Capitol and concerned citizens," said Sundquist spokeswoman
Alexia Levison. "Safety is our first priority for everyone here."
She said the extra security precautions are expected to consist of metal
detectors at one or more entrances to the Capitol. notifications of "the
expected behavior of visitors," and possibly some changes in the traffic flow
outside the building. Levison said emergency vehicles could not have gotten
to the Capitol during the July 12 protest because the streets outside were
gridlocked.
"We are looking to find a balance between the Capitol being open to the
public and the Legislature being able to conduct its business in an orderly
and safe fashion," Levison said.
Ropes were put up Wednesday outside the House and Senate chambers
designed to keep demonstrators away from doorways and walls.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Police
investigating the disappearance of
Chandra Levy said they would
search a parking lot at a Virginia
military base 130 miles away after
receiving an anonymous tip that a
body may be buried there.
Police cautioned that the request
for a search at Fort Lee, Va., was
routine and that the tip, which came
from a California Web crime tip site,
was just one of hundreds of leads
being pursued in the 3-month-old
disappearance.
The FBI and local police in the
Fort Lee area planned to conduct the
search for Washington police, possibly using cadaver dogs like the ones

police previously used to search
parks in the Washington area.
Mary Johlie, an FBI spokeswoman in Richmond. said a search
of the site was planned Thursday.
Executive Assistant Police Chief
Terrance Gainer said police requested the search after some information
in the tip about the purported location of Levy's body — a parking lot
— and a description of construction
in the area checked out.
"We called down there and confirmed obviously that there's a Fort
Lee, Va., that there's construction
and there's a parking lot," Gainer
said.
"This is a little better than a tip

like, 'I had vision last night she is in
dark water," he said."There is more
specificity. And it is geographically
accurate. But that is not necessarily
unusual."
Fort Lee is a 5,000-acre Army
training base near Richmond, about
two hours south of Washington. It is
home to the Quartermaster Corps,
which trains soldiers in providing
services and support to combat
forces.
Washington police said they
asked military base officials to
"coordinate the search and possibly
use local cadaver dogs" trained to
find bodies.
Levy, 24, of Modesto, Calif..

came to Washington last year for an
internship at the federal Bureau of
Prisons and was last seen April 30.
Police have interviewed Rep.
Gary Condit, D-Calif., four times.
Condit, who is married, acknowledged in his third police interview
that he had an affair with Levy.
Police say he is not a suspect in the
disappearance.
Washington police Sgt. Joe
Gentile sad WeTip, a California
organization that accepts crime tips'
and passes them on to authorities,
faxed the anonymous tip Tuesday
night.

Artificial heart implant'overwhelming success'
celebrated nearly a month of survival since
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A man slipping
receiving the AbiorCor pump July 2 at Jewish
toward death a month ago has shown a renewed
Hospital.
human
first
the
becoming
zest for life since
The man has regained strength at a "phenomimplanted with a fully self-contained artificial
enal" rate in recent days. Dowling said. He could
heart, his surgeon says.
walk a short distance with assistance late last
The patient jokes with doctors and nurses,
week, and now can stroll 100 feet unassisted,
takes strolls in the hospital, listens to jazz CDs
Dowling said.
and watches videotapes.
"The first 30 days have been an overwhelmIt's a remarkable turnaround from before the
ing success," said Dowling, who teamed with Dr.
surgery, when he had difficulty lifting his head
Laman Gray Jr. to perform the surgery.
and could take only two or three steps from a
The patient, who has a history of heart and
wheelchair to bed, Dr. Robert Dowling told
EDREINKE/Ledger & Times Photo liver problems, had been given only 30 days to
reporters Wednesday — the 30th day since the
'SUCCESS' ... Dr. Robert Dowling smiles live. He was too sick to receive a human heart
patient received the heart.
"He was facing death 30 days ago and he as he points to acknowledge the nursing transplant.
Within days of the transplant, the patient
knew it," Dowling said. "He was very cognizant staff of the first recipient of a fully selfthat he was breathing better than he
remarked
a
news
during
forheart
contained artifical
of his own mortality. And now he is looking
ward to life. Life is wonderful. He is very posi- conference Wednesday in Louisville, Ky. had in years, Dowling said.
The rest of his body has responded well to the
tive. He's just happy to be here."
Dowling said the patient celebrated nearheart. The patient's liver and kidney
artificial
his
The patient, described only as a diabetic in
ly a month of life with the heart by eating
functions are near normal.
50s, ate ice cream and cheesecake at a party that ice cream and cheesecake.

Town

• Rights ...

pin limits on court awards for sucThe following are events that
cessful patients. Compensation for might be of interest to our local
day.
pain and suffering would be limited readers:
"I am as anxious as the rest of us to $1.5 million, three times the
Saturday, Aug. 4
to see it," Norwood said. "I am anx- $500,000 Bush originally favored.
• World's Biggest Baby Shower,
ious to be sure that it is correct."
Democrats and Norwood sought to 10 a.m.-1 p.m., University Church
He said he made the deal with the make such awards unlimited.
of Christ.
White House in the interest of getSunday, Aug. 5
Punitive damages would be $1.5
ting a plan Bush would sign.
• Reception for Tia Often, Aug.
million under the deal — and they
"The deal had to be cut by some- would come only in cases where 5, 1:30-4 p.m., Calloway County
body and I was that somebody that health plans ignore medical advice Public Library.
• Reception for Calloway
was elected to do it,- he said. "I felt from
reviewers.
independent
High Principal Yvette Pyle.
County
it was the right thing to do."
Democrats and Norwood had supCalloway County Board
p.m..
2-4
R-Iowa,
Ganske,
Greg
But Rep.
ported a $5 million limit.
and Sen. John McCain, R-Arizona,
The deal also would allow insurexpressed reservations about sign- ance plans that were self-funded and
ing on to a compromise without self-administered by employers to
knowing all the details.
go to federal court, but not state
The Norwood-Bush deal would court.

From Page 1

of Education Meeting Room.
Thursday, Aug. 16
• LBL Advisory Board meeting.
activity building at Brandon Spring
Resident Center, 8:30 a.m.-4:15
p.m.
Kentucky Transportation
•
Cabinet 2nd Public Information
Meeting. 6-8 p.m., MurrayCalloway County Judicial Building;
Meeting - concerns reconstruction
of U.S. 641 from Murray to
Tennessee State Line.

Subscribe to the Ledger & Times
for all news that "hits home!"
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GIFT CARD PRESENTATION ... Highlighting the conclusion
of a recent Parent Power series was the presentation of a
$100 gift card, courtesy of the Murray Wal-Mart. Shown are
winners Jeremy and Jvonne Wetenkamp with their new
baby. The Wetenkamps have two older children in the
Murray City School system. Presenting the check is Donna
Herndon, coordinator of the Calloway County Family
Resource Center.
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Washington Today
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE
Associated Press Writer

Missing intern case
raises questions
about drive to
cheat in marriage
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
that a real man never says 'No' to a
about a missing person, but it's
sexual opportunity." said Barry
about sex, too.
McCarthy of Washington, a clinical
And until police find Chandra
psychologist, sex therapist and coLevy. part of the focus will stay on
author of "Couple Sexual
the sex life of Rep. Gary Condit.
Awareness," who teaches at
who had an affair with the 24-yearAmerican University.
old former intern before she vanEven so, men aren't the only
ished May I.
ones at fault. said Diane Sollee of
It's become yet another tale
Washington. founder and director of
about the liaisons of a powerful
the Coalition for Marriage. Family
Washington politician, and one that
and Couples Education, which proraises age-old questions about why
vides family counseling.
married people cheat.
"What are we to make of these
Two other women, a United
immoral women who know that
Airlines flight attendant and a for(('ondit's) married, know that he's
mer Condit 'staffer, have said they,
got children?" she asked.
too, had affairs with the California
Condit, the teetotaling son of a
Democrat, who is 53 and has been
Baptist pr‘jacher, cultivated a
married 34 years.
squeaky-clean image during almost
Male adulterers step out on their
three decades in politics.
is es for many reasons, sex counTwo recent polls found people: in
selors and family therapists say
his Modesto. Calif based district.
They enjoy seducing women, think
less inclined to vote for him as a
each conquest affirms their ma'
result of his relationship with Les y
culinity. believe they're entitled to
'He shouldn't be nuotfice, but
unlimited sex or are trying to boost
nobody's perfect," said Will
their egos and repair low selfBarnett. 47, of Modesto. who votes
esteem.
Democratic. "Look at Bill Clinton,
Adultery often is not caused by a hut he was still a good president."
problem in the Marriage.
'Ferry Boyd. 60. a--Modesto con"The majority Of these people.
tractor and Republican, said he'd
and mostly they re men, would say
vote for Condit"unless it turns out:
that they're committed to their mar- he had something to do with
riage and their families and that this Chandra's disappearance." Shauna
is just casual sex." said Shirley
Cone. 23. who works in retail, is a
Glass. a Baltimore -psychologist
friend of Levy. Cone does not conwho studies infidelity.
. sider infidelity alone to be disqualiOften, she said, the stereotype is
fying for a politician. "To a certain
true — men want youth and beauty. extent it's his own business," she while women in these relationships
said. "but this situation is differseek power or perhaps someone
ent."
who can lavish them with.expen• Levy's mother. Susan. recalled •
sive gifts.
cautioning her daughter before she
"So the politician and the young, headed to Washington last fall for
aspiring single woman (each) capher internship.
tures that prototype," Glass said.
-I honestly said. 'Chandra ...
Adultery, by its nature, can't he
don't you become a Monica
accurately measured. But over the
Lewinsky."- she said Tuesday."And
years. researchers have concluded
look at what happened:that married men are up to twice as
Among Republicans in
likely as women to commit it.
Congress. Senate Minority Leader
A 1998 study of American sexuTrent Lott of Mississippi and Rep.
al behavior by the University of
Bob Barr of Georgia have said
Chicago found 2.1.5 percent.of husCondit should. resign. :
bands owning up to adultery. comEven his Democratic friends are
pared with 12.5 percent of wives.
growing critical.
Extramarital relationships aren't
Last week. Rep. Charles
about love, says Frank PittMan, a
Stenholm, D-Texas. who with
psychiatrist and family therapit in
Condit co-founded a group of conAtlanta and the author of "Private
servative Democrats known as the
Lies: Infidelity and Betrayal of
Blue Dogs. said Condit "has
Intimacy."
brought controversy and diseredit to
they are "motivated by narcishis family. his district and
sism, by insecurity, by competitiveCongress"
ness with the other guys. by a fear
House Democratic Leader Dick
of intimacy.- he said. Fearful of
Gephardt of Missouri also refused
exposing personal flaws, some men
to defend Condit against
will get involved with a succession
Republican charges that he has vioof women rather than get too close
lated House ethics rules.
to just one, he said.
Except to talk to police. Condit
Some therapists even believe
has maintained a public silence
philandering can be passed down
about Levy that some find unset— like father, like son.
tling. Police say he is not a suspect.
"Infidelity is a legacy carried
"When someone Continues the
down through the generations in
denial or continues to try to make
families such as the Kennedys,
themselves look good, then I have
where the men are committed to
to say that's pretty unforgivable."
family life but have affairs, and the
said Robert Weiss, clinical director
women 'stand by their men." Glass of the Sexual Recovery Institute in
said.
Los Angeles.
And some men behave as though
they're still going through puberty.
Associated Press Writer Olga
"It's. like what the man has
Rodriguez in California contributed
learned as a young adult is this idea to this report.
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Washington Today
By ANJETTA McOUEEN
Associated Press Writer

Lawmakers labor over patients' rights
WASHINli ION AP) - - White House officials are pressing key House Republicans to scale
back the kind of lawsuits allowed under a Senatepassed patients rights bill just enough to allow
President Bush to claim victory.
The focus was on Rep. Charlie Norwood. the
Georgia dentist and pivot man in whatever the
House passes on the popular legislation.
Democrats hope he will deliver enough fellow
Republicans in the- House to pass the Senate version. The White House hopes he will help pass a
version closer to Bush's liking.
House leaders planned to bring the bill up for
a vote Thursday.just before Congress takes off on
a Monthlong vacation, regardless of whether
Norwood yields to the White House pleas, officials said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
'After going back and forth with Norwood in a
back room of the Capitol until nearly midnight
Tuesday, administration officials scheduled
another meeting for Wednesday morning between
the congressman and Bush at the White House.
"I'm an optimistic fellow, even when it's not
sensible," Norwood said during a break in the
talks.
In general, both sides agree that everybody
with insurance would receive new guarantees
such as the right to emergency room care, access
to specialists, minimum hospital stays for mastectomies and access to government-run clinical trials.
The dispute.
pitting Bush and most
Republicans on the one hand against Democrats.

Noi wood and handful si otilei Republicans on
[he Edwards %.aini, agreed luesday to offer a
the other - has resolved around circunistances concession to the White House under which comunder which HMOs could be sued and limits on panies that finance and administer their own plans
damages they could he forced to pay.
could be sued only in federal court. Officials say
Senate Democrats arc awaiting the latest word, that provision would cover firms with 6 percent to
arguing .that their work in the Senate in-June and---7-peircettt einpleikers-thatitisme workei
their latest offets of easing lawsuits against some
As for what Bush was offering, the president
large employers are signs of good faith bargain- said, "I'm offering to sign a bill and not veto it,
ing.
and that's pretty powerful incentive for someone
"We have moved step by step toward the pres- to try and come up with an agreement."
Went,- said Sen John Edwards. D-N.C., a coThere Was less willingness to give up more
sponsor of the bill
rights for patients to sue their managed care plans.
For anything to become law. the House and
"We're not budging on that," said Rep. Greg
Senate eventually must agree on the same provi- Ganske. group.,
R-lowa, a GOP co-sponsor in the
sions.
Norwood
Despite a break with the White House earlier
The two sides also discussed other differences.
this year, Norwood has spent recent days shutThe bill Supported • by Norwood and the
tling between the administration and his own Democrats permits $5 million in damages for
bipartisan supporters. He has said only that he pain and suffering and unlimited punitive damwants
p
nitis compromise and won't discuss details in ages in federal court. The Republican alternative
includes $500,000 in pain and suffering and no
House leaders said it was up to Norwood to punitive damages for federal court.
persuade Democrats
There also was discussion about limiting damSeveral Republican sources, speaking on con- ages that could be awarded in states that have not
dition of anonymity, said the White House and yet set limits of their own and also about trying to
GOP leaders have concluded that Democrats find middle ground on circumstances in which
were unlikely to agree to terms that Bush would class action suits would be allowed.
find acceptable.
Rep. Ernie Fletcher, R-Ky., who has proposed
"We're willing to work on any issue to get this an alternative plan favored by Bush, said damage
bill signed into law.- said Edwards, a trial lawyer awards that the Norwood bill allows in federal
whose firm represented HMO victims in North court are too high. If the House votes for the bill
Carolina. "We have already made significant without changes. he said, "It will go directly to
moves in the direction of the president."
the president's desk for a veto"

From
EDITOR'S NOTE—The following was submitted to members of
Kentucky's
House
of
Representatives and is reprinted
here at the writer s request:
Dear Honorable Member of the
House;
I am writing to you out of grave
concern for an issue within our
great Commonwealth that appears
to be an ever increasing threat to
the safety and liability of
Kentucky's citizens. Even though I
am an advocate for the humane
treatment of animals, not a hunter,
nor encourage hunting. I realize the
seriousness and urgency of this
matter. I am talking about the accidents which kill, incapacitate, and
financially drain us caused by deer.
"According to the Insurance
Information Institute, a communications organization for the insurance
industry, more than 25 million deer
roam the forests and fields in the
United States. That number is up
from approximately 10 million during the 1980s." stated Jill Benford at
insure.com.
Also according to Kentucky
Traffic Accident Facts 1996, prepared by the Kentucky
Transportation Center in
Cooperation with the Kentucky
State Police, there were 134,558
total traffic accidents in 1996 with
the majority of fatal accidents
(80%)taking place in rural areas
and only 20g occurring in urban
areas. During that year. deer related
accidents accounted for 3,827 of
that total figure.
I am sure that these numbers
only reflect those accidents reported, not those that are absorbed by
the individual themselves so that

their insurance costs do not go up.
so that they are not placed on a
"high risk" premium. or even
worse, so that their insurance is not
canceled.
According to Kentucky Farm
Bureau's Head of Claims
Department. in 2000 alone, there
were over 5,000 deer related claims
with payments exceeding
$9.000,000 on those claims. These
totals do not represent any of the
other major insurance companies in
Kentucky such as State Farm or
All-State. Living in a rural area in
Western Kentucky. I continually
witness the devastating effects that
these beautiful animals have on us.
They destroy crops.•felices. and
contaminate our water,systems. as
much as — if not more than -- our
livestock, which is a farmer's livelihood. I have trouble understanding
why a farmer may be required to
fence his ponds and provide alternative drinking solutions ha his
livestock thus adding to his expense
and workload, but wildlife will continue to use water wherever it may
be. A deer can easily clear a fence
while other wildlife can easily go
through or under one to the pond.
creek, river, or lake.
Not only are these problems
increasing due to the increasing
number of deer,- the number of accidents caused by them are also
increasing thus causing death, incapacitation. and rising insurance
costs to all. Other inconveniences
that accidents caused by deer
include: waiting for the local
authorities to arrive, hospitalization
if necessary causing one to deal
with additional insurances and
more paperwork, towing fees if

Readers
necessary, funeral expenses, contacting one's insurance company
and filing reports, meeting
deductibles, obtaining estimates,
working with adjusters. being without a vehicle, replacing a vehicle,
fixing fences, absorbing the costs of
crop damage, and the list seems to
go on and on.
Even five years ago. it was
unusual to see a deer during day
light hours. This only seemed to
occur during hunting season. Now.
they roam freely and may be seen
any hour of the day. Within the past
two weeks, I personally have felt
the effects of this daylight moveinent with a cousin being killed by
a deer bounding out in front of him
at 4:00 p.m. on a rural road, and
with a deer leaping out in front of a
%an my husband was following in
another county at 5:00 p.m. on a
rural road.
If a fanner-s livestock gets out
and on the road. I understand that
he is liable for any accidents that
may occur or damages caused.
Since the state gets revenue from
the sale of hunting license for deer,
determines what may be hunted
(male or female); determines when
to hunt. determines how many deer
may be taken, and makes it illegal
to hunt out of season, does that not
make the state owners of these animals and thus responsible for their
damages? Farmers. I am told, are
also required to dispose of their
dead livestock in an appropriate
manner causing additional expense
to them. How many deer have we
all Seen littered along our highways
decaying or being eaten by vultures
without being removed appropriately? Whose responsibility is this?

Based on the information that I •
have provided, I am sure that you
too realize the seriousness of this
situation. Please look closely into
this matter to see what can be done.
Some possible solutions may
include: I) a reduction in the deer
population through an increased
length of season and/or number of
deer that may be taken; 2)fenced.
quarantined, and specific areas for
deer populations such as the Land
Between the Lakes. Lake Barkley
Park, Cumberland Park, Pennyrile
Park, etc.(Even though I was told
by Farm Bureau's representative
that sharp shooters were brought
into these areas to reduce the growing number of deer.); 3) mandated
car manufacturers installation of
deer whistles, even though I understand that these are not 100% effective; 4)State paying the deductibles
of those deer related accidents: 5)
State not allowing insurance companies to raise, cancel, or place one
in a higher risk category due to
deer related accidents; 6)State not
allowing instirance companies to
raise the premiums of all to off-set
the costs of these growing accidents
-- how much must we as tax payers
bear?: 7) media and publicity
advertisements recommending safety measures; 8) reports made available to the public concerning deer
related accidents and deer growth
in the state.
Your time, concern, and expediency in helping to alleviate this
growing problem in our great
Commonwealth are "greatly"
appreciated.
Respectfully submitted.
LaNell E. Bell
Cadiz, Ky.
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Murray hosts early
Head Start registration

Deaths
Mrs. Virginia Lewis Chambliss

Speight(Tom) Williams
Speight (Tom) Williams, 74, East State Line Road,
Hazel, died Tuesday, July 31, 2001,
at 8 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A farmer and carpenter, he was a
Kentucky Colonel, a lifetime member of Disabled American Veterans
and Veterans of Foreign Wars, and a
member of Green Plain Church of
Christ.
His first wife, Mary June Elkins
Williams
Williams, two brothers, John E.
Williams and Brent Williams, and a sister-in-law, Leona
Williams, all preceded him in death. Born Feb. 1-.6,
1927, in Calloway County, he was the son of Pearl Todd
Williams and the late Dewey Williams.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marjorie Williams;
three daughters, Mrs. Eva Crank, New Castle, Del., Ms.
Pat (Dreamer) Reynolds, Murray, and Mrs. Linda
Williams, Paducah; one stepson, Larry Crank, Murray;
his mother, Mrs. Pearl Todd Williams, Murray; one
brother, James Earl Williams and wife, Bonicha, and a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice Williams, Hazel; four grandchildren, Cheryl, Resa, Paul and Adam Fogle, Murray;
two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis Norvell
and the Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will
follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday).

Mrs. Virginia Lewis Chambliss, 73, Benton, died
Monday. July 30, 2001, at 6 a.m. at her home.
A registered nurse, she received her bachelor of science degree from Evansville College and her master of
nursing degree from Indiana University. She was the
former owner of Cardinal Care Nursing Home, Fancy
Farm. She and her father were also instrumental in the
planning and beginning of what is now known as
Britthaven of Benton.
She was the daughter of the late Howard D. Lewis and
Georgia M. Chambliss Lewis.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Paula L. Miller,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Mary K. Toben, Decatur, Ill.;
three granddaughters, Marie Alexander and Alecia
Gore, both of Benton, and Katrina Thomas, Carrni, Ill.;
one grandson, Scott Lynch, Brunswick, Maine; eight
great-grandchildren; seven stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral is today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Danny Holt is officiating. Burial will follow in
Benton Cemetery.

Registration for new and returning students to Murray
Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start is scheduled
for Thursday. August 2, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the first
floor of MSU's Special Education Building. Home visits and assessments begin after registration.
Students enrolling in the preschool program must be
three or four years old by October 1, 2001. Services are
free to children whose families meet specific guidelines;
children with disabilities may also attend without cost,
regardless of income. Children with disabilities are eligible when they become three years old.
Parents enrolling their children for the first time
should bring the child's birth certificate, proof of income
(this may include a W2 form, KTAP letter, 200 tax
return, custody and child support information, (e.g.
divorce decree), or check stubs from the last three
months of employment), the child's social security card,
social security cards for family members, a medical card
or insurance information, an up-to-date immunization
form, and a report from the child's physical examination
and eye examination. A new requirement this year is
proof of inoculation for chicken pox or proof that the
child has had chicken pox.
If parents are unsure of their child's eligibility, they are
invited to attend registration for more information.
There are three preschool centers: the Murray State
Preschool/Head Start, the Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center. and the Willis Early Childhood
Center. The Willis Center runs a year-round program,
with flexible hours, while the MSU program and the
Ruby Simpson program each have two preschool class,
one in the morning and one in the afternoon.

Ed Stone

Ed Stone, 65, Paducah, died Tuesday, July 31, 2001,
at 1:40 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was an Army veteran of the Korean Conflict.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Gilbert Eugene
Butler and Katie Coreen Stone Ross, two sisters and
three brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sonja Draffen Stone;
four daughters, Mrs. Terry Norman and Mrs. Pamela
Clifton Howard Cochran, 80, Farris Avenue, Murray, Phillips, both of Paducah, Mrs. Shirley McBride,
died Wednesday, Aug. 1, 2001, at 10:41 p.m. at Murray- Brookport, Ill., and Mrs. Tina Newman, Hardin; one
Calloway County Hospital.
son, Randy Willis, Paducah; his stepmother, Mrs. Pearl
A retired owner of the former Graham and Jackson Butler, New Liberty; four sisters, Mrs. Josie Gibson
Clothing Store in Murray, he was a director of Murray and Mrs. Carolyn Fox, both of Illinois, Mrs. Mattie
Electric System and Hopkinsville Savings and Loan Kaufman. Calvert City, and Mrs. Mary Hale.
Bank, a former member of Murray Lions Club. and a Harrisburg, Ill.; four brothers, Eddie Ross, luka, Billy
member and retired deacon of University Church of
Ross, Mayfield, and Robert Butler and Billy Butler,
Christ.
both of Illinois; nine grandchildren; one great-grandBorn Sept. 21, ?920. in Calloway County, he was the
child.
son of the late Virgil Cochran and Zelpha Hargrove
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Cochran.
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Kenneth
Lindsey
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Laura Nell Nanny
officiate. Burial will follow in Rosebower
will
Puckett
Cochran, to whom he was married July 23, 1938; two
Paducah.
Cemetery,
daughters, Mrs. Shirley Martin and husband, Bobby,
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
and Mrs. Linda C. Darnell. all of Murray; three sisters,
Melba
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Humboldt,
Perry,
Mrs. Verline
Washer, Murray, and Mrs. Sue Scoggins, Louisville;
two brothers, Jack Cochran and Charles K. Cochran.
both of Murray; four grandchildren, Janie Hale and husMrs. Barbara R. Tinsworth, 49, Bradenton, Fla.,'died
band, Matt, Cory Martin, Clif Darnell and Laura
Darnell; two great-grandchildren. Tabitha Hale and Saturday, July 28, 2001, in Knoxville, Tenn. Her death
was from injuries sustained in a traffic accident that
Hastings Hale.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- injured six other people Saturday on Interstate 75 in
Knoxville.
ments.
Born in Toronto. Canada, she moved to Bradenton in
1975. She graduated from McMaster University,
Max Bonner, 73, Pottertown Road. Murray, died Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. She was a member of
today, Thursday. Aug. 2, 2001, at 6:23 a.m. at Murray- Christ Episcopal Church and the Service Club of
Manatee County, Fla.
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Steve Tinsworth;
of
was
he
Grocery,
Bonner
of
Owner and operator
Baptist faith and an Army veteran of the Korean five children, Andrew Mobley, Ian Mobley, Christin
Tinsworth, Summer Tinsworth and John Tinsworth; her
Conflict.
One daughter, Deborah Ann Smith, preceded him in parents, Ruth and John Methven, two sisters, Patty and
death. Born Nov. 28, 1927, in Calloway County, he was Cathy, and two brothers, John and Fraser, all of Toronto,
the son of the late Cratus Bonner and Mary Susan Canada; her mother-in-law, Mrs. Blanche Titsworth,
Blalock Bonner.
Murray, and two sisters-in-law, Ruth Pickens. Murray,
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. -Anne Marshall and Anne Bennett, Riverside, Calif.
Bonner, to whom he was married Jan. 1, 1956; two
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Christ
daughters, Mrs. Linda Hopkins and husband. David, Episcopal Church, 4030 Manatee Avenue W.,
and Mrs. Mary McCormack and husband, Chris, all of Bradenton.
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Retta Siress and husband,
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home, 604 43rd
Bill, Benton, Mrs. Mary Ann Williams, Milburn. and St. West. Bradenton, from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Patty Beach and husband, Ed. Ahno; six grandExpressions of sympathy may be made to the Barbara
children.
R. Tinsworth Memorial Fund of Saint Stephen's
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge
Episcopal School or to Manatee County Meals on
of arrangements.
Wheels.

Clifton Howard Cochran

Paleontologists have unearthed
two exceedingly rare skulls of a
titanosaur, finally putting a face on
one of the world's most common, yet
least understood dinosaurs.
The -skulls' discoveries Madagascar also fuel the debate over
how dinosaurs spread around the
world and when the Earth's land
masses split into today's arrangement of continents.
One of the fossils-a juvenileis 90 percent complete, including the
skull, making it perhaps ,the best
example of a titanosaur ever found.
The second specimen is an adult
skull only.
The fossils, described in the current issue of the journal Nature. are
,65 million to 70 million years old.
Most titanosaurs. like other planteating behemoths, lived up to 140
million years ago.
The relative youth of these specimens suggests that titanosaurs
spanned several periods of dinosaur
evolution until all dinosaurs went
extinct at the end of the Cretaceous
Period.
"These animals were extremely
successful. the dominant plant-eaters
in some parts of the world," said

Max Bonner

Mrs. Lula Gray Grogan

S

Scott Sampson, paleontology curator
at the Utah Museum of Natural
History. Sampson participated in the
Madagascar dig, but did not contribute to the study.
"By figuring out relationships
between titanosaurs around the
world, we can understand the
breakup of the continents," Sampson
said. "That helps to make this a great
discovery."
The first titanosaur was found in
1842. Since then, their bones have
been located on every continent
except Antarctica.
Titanosaurs are not one species.
but a group of at least 30 herbivores
of different sizes. The largest is
in
Found
Argentinosaurus.
and
long
feet
90
was
Patagonia, it
weighed 90 tons, making it the
largest creature to ever walk the
Earth.
Titanosaurs belonged to a larger
category of lightly armored
dinosaurs known as sauropods

Stock Market Report
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
IC. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

10593.94 + 83.93
Dos Jones Ind. 4rg
41.41 + 0.45
Air Products
46.45 + 0.37
AOL Time Warner
20.68 + 0.38
AT&T
41.75 + 0.37
Bell South
39.30 1.75
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 58.15 + 0.16
54.71 + 0.76
Caterpillar
49.25 - 0.15
Daimler Chrysler
41.95 + 0.21
Dean Foods
41.50 - 0.10
Exxon-Mobil
25.21 + 0.18
Ford Motor
42.77 - 0.03
General Electric
64.12 + 1.45
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 57.52 - 0.10
15.00 + 0.08
Goodrich
28.52 + 0.12
Goodyear
12.49 + 0.49
HopFed Bank*
108.37 + 1.31
1 B NI

stock
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
.
40
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

THIS IS THE WAY WE
BRUSH OUR TEETH ... Dr.
D.M.D..
Taylor.
Randy
recently visited the Busy
Bee classroom at Murray
Calloway County Hospital's
Child Care Center. Pictured
with Dr. Taylor is Cyrus
Nabavi who helped him
demonstrate good dental
hygiene.
The Busy Bee class is a
group of three-year-olds
taught at the Child Care
Center by Joanna Fry and
Carla Burkeen.

Murray City Schools Start Monday August 6
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Door-to-door bus transportation to the MSU Center
and the Ruby Simpson Center is provided to children
who live within the Murray city limits.
The supervisor for the Murray State preschool program is Debbie Lampe. Teachers are Nancy Newsome
and Leah Prince, assisted by Alisa Dillard, Kathy Boren,
and. Sarah Chapman. The Ruby Simpson Center is
staffed by Joan Weber. The family service worker for
both is Kym Hopkins, who is assisted by Lisa Crutcher.
At the Willis Center, the supervisor/family service
worker is Shanna Housden. Nona Croom is the teacher,
assisted by Karl Wilcher, Jessica Lampe, and Christi
Roberts. At the Ruby Simpson Center, Joan Weber is
assisted by graduate students majoring in early childhood education. Shirley Lane is the food services manager.
All three centers combine state-funded preschool programs for three-and four-year olds with the federal Head
Start program.
Registration for Early Head Start is to be held in conjunction with the Murray Early Head Start is for pregnant women, infants, toddlers, and their families; families must meet Early Head Start guidelines.
Among the services provided through Early Head
Start are child care, parent education, mental health services, health services for children, and family support
services.
Questions about the MSU Center should be directed to
Debbie Lampe(762-6863)or Kym Hopkins(762-3262).
Questions about the Willis Center should be directed to
Shanna Housden (767-9229) and questions about the
Ruby Simpson Center to Joan Weber at 762-4633.

Fossils discovered
in Madascar solves
dinosaur mystery

Mrs. Barbara R. Tinsworth

The funeral for Mrs. Lula Gray Grogan will be •Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Singing
will be by singers from Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be Charles Thomas Grogan, Hardiman Miller, Gene
White, Bob Wilson. Bill Ed Hendon and Ike Grogan. Burial will follow in
Green Plain Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Grogan, 93, Olive Boulevard. Murray, died Tuesday. July 31,2001.
at 8:55 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Kenneth Grogan, died in 1992. Born Feb. I. 1908. in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Nevin Wall and Alice
Curd Wall.
Mrs. Grogan had taught school in Calloway County and also in Boone
County. A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, she had taught the
third grade Sunday school class there for many years.
Survivors include one sister. Mrs. Marie E. Miller. Hazel: two nieces,
Mrs. Ann Watson and husband, David. Julesberg, Colo., and Mrs. Pat
Miller, Murray; three great-nephews, John Trevor Miller and wife, Melanie,
Murray, Micah R. Miller, Greenville, S.C., and Drew Watson, Boulder,
Colo.; two great-great nephews. Gage Miller and Harrison Miller.
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43.50 + 0.52
31.83 + 1.08
26.20 + 0.01
6.42 + 0.29
17.95 + 0.05
29.45 + 0.07
68.12 + 0.13
67.14 + 0.87
27.87 + 0.16
41.22 + 0.08
101.89 + 1.59
19.44 + 0.16
46.56 - 0.02
68.96 - 0.39
45.29 + 0.42
23.96 + 0.17
30.90 - 0.06
55.31 +11.30
14.94 + 0.24

ASV
FilWARD
LVIONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.

,.-40
ho

TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

180-364
Days

2.75%

11 Months

4.00%

22 Months

4.00%

60 Months

3.50%

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

$1000

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective August 1, 2001.

J.J B HiU,ard, W L. Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

4,111.iiithit..4
,
11111%.M119

-- OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
S13.95*
'
"
In

wanna go to
Remember When
share my
Cafe?
ribeye wtth yal

(*On most cars & trucks)

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Elite Convenience Mart

-Banks

Remember When Cafe
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
)01, have your choke of
• Southern Fried Catfish • Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Grilled Fish • Deep Fried Shrimp
• Thick, Tender & Juicy Grilled Ribeyes
• Grilled Chicken Breasts
(BREAKFAST & LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY )

• ",

•
•

Restaurant Open 6 a M.-2 p.m.
Frida Nights 4:30-9 p.m.
W.• Lynn Grove K • .

Member FDIC
Main Office 5th & Main • North Banking Center 12th & Chestnut
South Banking Center 12th & Story • Kroger Banking Center
Hazel 405 Main St.. Hazel
Phone: 767-BANK
are

"

•
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Arts
Thursday, August 2, 2001

In Performance Networks tinker to find new
audience for slipping soaps
premiers
Broadway tribute
In Performance at the Governor's Mansion on KET premieres
Broadway tribute, encores past specials
Each year the University of Kentucky's School of Music and Opera
Theatre launches the summer with its always-popular tribute to
Broadway. Airing Wednesday, Aug. 8 at 8/7 p.m. CT on KET, the next
installment of In Performance at the Governor's Mansion goes on the road
to capture the magic of "It's a Grand Night for Singing."
Singers and musicians from the University of Kentucky—both faculty
and students—and from the community take the stage to perform Tony
Award-winning Broadway tunes in this annual event, sponsored by the
UK College of Fine Arts School of Music and Opera Theatre. The program opens with Roger Leasor and company performing "Comedy
Tonight" from A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. The
program also includes tunes from such favorite Broadway musicals as The
Sound of Music, West Side Story, Maine, Showboat, The Fiddler on the
Roofand A Little Night- Music.
On tap as well are two tributes—one to Jule Styne and the other to
Duke Ellington. The evening concludes with a rousing rendition of "It's a
Grand Night for Singing" from State Fair.
Also during the month of August, KET presents encore broadcasts of
past editions of In Performance at the Governor's Mansion. Airing
Sunday, Aug. 5 beginning at 9/8 p.m. CT, "Bluegrass Royalty" features
bluegrass legends the Goins Brothers and Windy Mountain; J.D. Crowe
and the New South; and Sam Bush. This is followed at 10/9 p.m. CT by
"Spirited Sounds, Tall Tales, and Amazing Grace," a showcase of music,
song and drama.
On Wednesday, Aug. 8,"It's a Grand Night for Singing" is followed at
9:30/8:30 p.m. CT by "On the Road at the Mountain Arts Center,
Prestonsburg," featuring performances by the Lexington Singers, the
River City Drum Corps and the Kentucky Opry. Then, at 10:30/9:30 p.m.
CT,"The Poetry of Jazz/The Jazz of Poetry" features music by the Mike
Tracy Quartet, readings by Frank X Walker and a performance by jazz
singer Gayle King.
In Performance at the Governor's Mansion is a partnership of the
Governor's Office (Special Projects and the Governor's Mansion); the
Secretary's Office, Cabinet for Education,Arts and Humanities; and KET.
The series is underwritten by a generous grant from Ashland Inc.
In Performance at the Governor's Mansion is a KET production, produced and directed by Ff. Russell Farmer. Nancy Carpenter is executive
producer. The series is-closed-captioned for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.
Viewers can find out more about programming on KET by visiting the
KET Web site at littp://www.ket.org, a Kentuckycom affiliate.

BY DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — Babies are born, disappear and come back a couple of years later as
troubled teen-agers. A Latino fashion designer is
introduced into an all-white cast. A doll becomes
human.
These recent plot twists on network soap
operas were designed specifically to expand an
audience that gets older and smaller every year.
A report out this summer provides fresh evidence of how steep the challenge is for an industry older than television
itself. Not only have ratings declined — 28
percent for the most
popular soap,"The
Young and the
Restless," since 1994
— but so has the soaps
ability to deliver the,
young female viewers whom
advertisers seek.
Over the last 10 years, the median age for
viewers of daytime dramas has gone up an
average of 7 years, according to the advertising agency MindShare. The median age of
those who watch "All My Children" and
"One Life to Live" was 36 in 1991-92. Now
it's 45.
Advertisers used to consider soaps a reliable way to reach young women, and cheaper
than prime-time. No more.
"I don't know if it's a dying genre, but it
doesn't bode well for advertising dollars flowing
into the marketplace," said Steve Calandra, senior managing director of MindShare.
With more young women working, and ones
at home having more choices about what to
watch, there are fewer people available for
soaps.
The industry also hasn't recovered from the
0.1. Simpson trials during the mid-1990s. The
trials pre-empted soaps for months, and many
viewers either lost interest or became hooked on
real-life dramas.
"How do you get that next generation?" asks
Lucy Johnson, president of daytime TV at CBS.
"That's all we've talked about for 20 years."
There are experiments taking place across the

soap spectrum.
Taking note of census figures showing a burgeoning Hispanic population,
and the popularity of
telenovelas among
Spanish-speaking
viewers, CBS has
begun Spanishlanguage translations of"The
Bold and the
Beautiful." It also
introduced the
character of Antonio
Dominguez, the
Latino fashion designer.
ABC has also tried using
the structure of telenovelas on the
show "Port Charles." In contrast to American
soaps, where different story lines weave in and
out and can take years to finish, telenovela stories begin and end over the course of two
months.
"What we've heard over the years
is, 'I just don't have the time to
invest in another daytime
show. I'm afraid I'm going
to get hooked and have to
watch the show for three
years," said Felicia Behr,
senior vice president for daytime
programming at ABC.
Many shows,including NBC's
0"
Days of Our Lives," have
emphasized story lines with
troubled teens in an effort to
entice young viewers, even if
those characters have mysteriously
aged a decade in a year or two. That's especially
true in the summer, when school's out.
NBC's "Passions" is designed exclusively for
young people. It frequently repeats plot points,
to the point of annoyance for those who watch
regularly, because NBC doesn't want casual
viewers to get lost, said Carolyn Hinsey. executive editor of Soap Opera Digest.
"The perception that it takes five days a week
and one hour a day to stay committed and get
the total experience I think scares people away,"
said Sheraton Kalouria, NBC daytime president.

Some of the wilder plots on "Passions," with
the lifelike doll and a bride killed by a poisoned
ring, should resonate with viewers of"Buffy the
Vampire Slayer," he said. NBC also sent six
teen-age characters on a Puerto Rican trip
reminiscent of "Temptation Island."
The median age of "Passions" viewers
is 36, the youngest of the 10 network
soap operas, MindShare said.
In recent months, Susan Lucci's
character on "All My Children" has
been reacting to the news that her
daughter is a lesbian. Behr said ABC
executives didn't do that specifically to
reach out to a homosexual audience, but it
has helped.
Networks have to tread carefully not to upset
older audiences of long-running shows."The
Guiding Light" on CBS,for instance, began on
radio in 1937.
In an industry that often recycles creative talent, some producers and writers may just have
gotten lazy.
"I think they take the audience for granted a
little," said Stephanie Sloane, editor of Soap
Opera Digest."Some shows expect the audience to stay with you no matter what you put
on the air."
None of the networks have any new
soaps in development. There were 11
soaps on the air 10 years ago, one
more than there are now. Some experts
predict further contraction in the next few years.
"It will be survival of the fittest," Johnson
said,"the way it's never been in this industry
before."
After a period of trend-hopping, where some
soaps tried to squeeze in outrageous topics as a
way of emulating talk shows, Johnson believes
daytime dramas are getting back to their tug-atyour-heartstrings roots. People don't want to see
their lives reflected back at them — they want to
see their dreams, she said.
"We can't keep blaming 0.J. anymore," she
said. "It's a few years back now. If we haven't
recovered, it isn't because of 0.J., it's because
we're not giving the audience what it wants."
EDITOR'S NOTE — David Bauder can be
reached at dbauder@ap.org
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WM1111()V1DAYS
Here Are Just A Few Examples Of
The Savings Available:
Retail
NOW
A-Ashle Home Store • 8-Benton • S-Su er Center
S - Thomasville Hunter Green Wing Chair
$1,287 ...$597
A- Glider Rocker
$199....$97
S- Burgundy Gen-X Sofa
$899 ...$558
B - Broyhill Modern Grape Sofa
$1,095 ...$547
S - Sofa, Chair & Ottoman - Sage Tan
$1,860 .$1,099
A - Ashley Reclining Sofa
$1,260 ...$630
- Broyhill Solid Oak Hall Tree with Mirror
$559 ...$259
B - Broyhill Lt. Pine 2 Door End Table & Cocktail
$1,499 .. .$699
A- Cherry Computer Desk
$799 ...$397
B - La-Z-Boy Taupe Leather Wall-Away Recliner
$1,649 ...$398
S - Rowe Fruit Fabric Chair & Ottoman
$1,649 .. .$824
B - La-Z-Boy Burgundy Rocker Recliner
$893 ...$479
- Natuzzi Leather Burgundy Chair
$2,029 ...$999
A - Floral Wing Back Chair
$330 ...$165
A • Queen Brass Finish Bed
$450 ...$225
B - Broyhill Transitional Plaid Sofa w/Accent Chair & Ottoman$2,370$1,198
A - Oak or Cherry mirrored Vanity with Bench
$270 ...$135
S - Broyhill Dresser, mirror, headboard, 5/10 or 4/6, Chest$1,499 .$797
A - Cherry Finish China Cabinet
$1,017 ...$497
$1,432 ...$716
5 - Broyhill Sutter St. Wardrobe
A - Ashley Rocker Recliner
$660 ...$330
$3,179 .$1,648
B - Oak Bed, Dresser, mirror, Chest, Nightstand
B - High poster Cherry Bed, Dresser, Mirror, Chest & Nightstand $3,807$2,316
A - Simmons Queen Bedding Set
$1,699 ...$744
- Cochrane Solid Oak Kitchen Chairs
$207 ....$54
A - Ashley Oak China Cabinet
$1,140 ...$570
$1,349 ...$674
B - Ashley Traditional Cherry Table & 6 Chairs
$1,500 ...$488
B - Broyhill Traditional Cherry Table & 4 Chairs
$8,196 .$4,098
5 - Kincaid 5 pc. Solid Oak Bedroom

NO
INTEREST
kd5ff
0 55% FOR 1/2 YEAR!
OFF
II Must

CASH FREE
for 6 Full
e Soldtki
Months
SAVE HUND DS All Overstocks
Must Be Sold!
on these Quality
Brand Names
• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• Henredon
• Lane / Action
• Simmons
• Serta
• Kincaid
• Keller
• Ashley
• Klausner
• Pennsylvania
House
• La-Z-Boy
• American Sleep

Over 300 Sofas • Over 100 Bedroom Suites • Over 300
Accent Tables • Over 300 Lane & La-Z-Boy Recliners
• OVER 1
. 00 SIMMONS & SERTA BEDDING SETS
• Over 75 Dinettes • Over 20 Sleeper Sofas • Over 30
Entertainment Centers
l)an V$ awns
305 North %Lon Sin -ti
ficution.

Don't risk your investment by going to one of those "here today - gone tomorrow" stores...
Fleming Furniture will be here tomorrow to back up what they sell today!

SHOP FLEMING FURNITURE

WHERE THE BEST COSTS LESS!

11:06.01111
11C71.4

I LA,

VISA CROWD

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinklevill• Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of I 24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1 800 788 6224
Open Daily 107 • Sunday 15 • Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
.
0.11
527-3481 • 1800-599-6224 °•",""

Supercenterlio
Paducah, Ks

Rodger Mathis
supercenter. th, 611
Paducah, K

CALL

CIIIIVIIE Oki

We Can Melo YQu Sell
Your Old Furniture!
449 South 16th Street

silmnnins

K 1's\"

Design
451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
Division of Kelley Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Assistance
442-4485 • 1-800-450-8224 aw"°•.'"?..•1
Visit us at wayvv.8emingfurniture.com
CONSIGNMENT
Available
6 Months Same As Cash With Minimum Purchase of $499 & Approved Credit. — Excludes Value Priced Items, Closeouts, Special Sale Items, &
Room Solutions Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Quantities on Closeout Items. Not all items at all stores. Items similar as shown

Special to the Ledger
WICMS will partner in two hours
of Murray's Playhouse in the Park
Bluegrass Benefit concert of
Saturday, Aug. 4 from noon-9 p.m.
The old train depot deck in the
Murray-Calloway County Park on
Arcadia Drive will be the stage for
local and regional bluegrass performers.
You will need to bring your own
lawn chairs or blankets. Admission
is free, but donations will be accepted.
WICMS 91. 3 will broadcast the
first two hours of the concert (noon
to 2 p.m.) live with Musicfrom the
Front Porch hosts Charley Lynch
and Kent Henry.
Lynch and Henry will emcee
throughout the concert, as well.
Recognizing that all arts and
entertainment events are vital to the
region several bluegrass groups are
helping support Playhouse in the
Park. Among the artists performing
are Ever Since Now, Old Santa Fe,
the McKendrees, Last Chance, the
Kentucky Connection, Grandpa's
Legacy and Willow Creek.
There will be a chance for musicians in the audience to join, so
bring your own instrument along for
the pickin' sessions.
Local food vendors will be there,
while the Playhouse children's acting troupe, Box of Frogs, will sell
lemonade and sodas. The Playhouse
will receive a portion of the profits
from all these sales.
Playhouse in the Park is the community theater in Murray that has
been in existence for 24 years. It
depends on contributing theater
patrons for support and hopes to
gather support from bluegrass music
fans as well.

Sharon ikFarland

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!

/

partners
with
Bluegrass
Benefit

Shelia Saffel
451 So. 16th Simi
Paducah.

Of
CALLOWAY GOUNlY INC

(270)753-9500
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SIDEWALK SALE

Final Markdowns on
Spring & Summer Fashions

610 - 615 -620
Racks
All Merchandise
Drastically Reduced!
ClC.L.da LC.

Place

•Kg

305 South 12th St.• Murray •(270.)75‘3-7

305-C S. 12th St. • 753-5678

1111111 iiiipiii'ts®
Offering

STOREWIDE SAVINGS
UP TO .507. OFF AND MORE
INSIDE Sp OUTSIDE

BIGGEST
TENT SALE!

VCP and 3 new
releases for
2 nights only

sl 0.95

"Yeour T7v-P 44-P-acit.461-4-nr4 I "
4. 12th St. • JCPenney Shopping
Amiiiirs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.• Fri. & Sat. 1
• , • t •
•
-

. 753
iiikht
.,

04

The Newest Hottest
Drink To Come To Murray!!!

Children's, Women's Apparel
& Home Accessories
L.-. • Murray, Kentucky • 759-0146

..

_0

OUTSIDE MERCHANDISE
Come Inside For Additional Scrapbook Savings!

llownlo.a NIurra> • 70-UsS4 • v.ildra,pberrv Ehoniestrad.comiwildia,pherr.html
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GREAT SUMMER SIDEWALK SALE
Savings up to

75%

OFF

FRAME VILLAGE
Downtown Murray • 759-9853

Plate Lunches, Fried Catfish, Steaks
6,- Homemade Bean Rolls 6,- More
ev4.i44:•e.4.4.s A...J4t,
Goe4
---.
7
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;AtarA7oA7PP T
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ilm"Amw..
"m""neror
door
a w_
.
ovrestemrAreterevirnaw
....xeroterAlnermArereerAw ,
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-2 p.m. • Fri. Nights 4 p.m. - S p.m.
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SIDEWALK TAG SALE

:resh Produce & More!

[
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PRICE Szed
Summer Merchandise
Racks

Special Clearance

EVERY SATURDAY
8 A.M. — NOON

.. .
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Bargains For The
Entire Family. Start
Your Christmas
Shopping Early!

The Finest In Consignment

/•;,;
ti),„,. „. . . , _..,;__...., ,..•i;:iff
(
:,
I iiiV r rotti..

Downtown• Murray. 111 S. 4th St..753-4087

COURT SQUARE • 753-7222

Located next to Murray Supply

AQuAGIAss
WHIRLPOOLS

IGHTING FIXTURES INDOOR & OUTDOOR

All Kids $9.99
AMERICAN STANDARD Tub/Shower, Bathroom & Lay. Faucets
$1 500

Values Up To $200" SAVE

each

Men's Racks $11.99
Young Mens
Ladies Racks $9.99-$14.99

Give your home a new
look with our sale items
marked
OFF.
85%
us

Come see
Fri. & Sat.!
Many items below cost!

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
Your Hordworo Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

206 East Main St. • 753-3361

Downtown Murra
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Summer •
Sidewalk

SAVINGS!

111
er
WALK SALE

ALL Wallpaper
up to

70% Off

20% Of Wooster Brushes
10% Off ALL paints
Huge Savings on Flooring Products

PAINT PLUS
Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center • 759-4979

.111111P

INNIATIIINAI 11111
Inside/Outside Values
9100

928 S. 12th Street • Bel-Air Shopping Ctr. • Murray, KY 42072

Bargains starting at

MERLE noRmAn

BIG SAVINGS
o en thing v011 IllVd

Phone: 759-3530 • Pharmacy

COSMETIC

ST

D

0

to 100k

beautiful front head to toe.

SOUTH 42TH ST. • MURRAY, KY
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • 753-6926

After a Day of Shopping &ley Our

Ilitaek-Tor-lebool Speeial
Avo 8 oz. Sirloins 84 Two Buffets

$11

99

1

0010 until January 200

on all home appliances over $399
when you use your Sears Card**
Free Delivery mail
in rebate on all home
appliances over $399*

EFRIGIDAIRE

13.MAYFA

Whirlpool
Ends Aug

Operated by Opal Hart
912 S. 12th St.
Murray • Bel-Air Center
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 270-753-2310

Owned

SL

MURRAY

siendent delhoiry ellen local area, For deinney weeds local' are& Cull10~11 Om the tillieteme betiet...% eve IMM
ante end twat oneepree may usey ey more Mot void et Seers Outlet Mores 011et ends (104/01.

wy.641 South • Bel-Air Center • Murra • 753-0440

0% Memnon; No %wino Ors.no Ming end no payments unta Jereseri 143(2 on goaly•rkg Seri mete
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Family honors Mavis at 80th birthday event Four Rivers
Mrs. Becky Travis of Murray
celebrated her 80th birthday with
a party at Sirloin Stockade on
July 7. Her birthday was July 6.
She was presented with a special decorated cake with the number. 80. in large letters.
Mrs. Travis has served as director of Grade 1 department of the
Sunday School at First Baptist
Church for the past 52 years.
and still continues in this same
position. She is known as "Miss
Becky- by her many present and
former members of this department.
She w as also honored with a
"card shower" by her relatives
and friends and received 170 birthday cards.
Present for the birthday party
at Sirloin were the following:
Her .husband. Lee Travis: her
son. Barry Travis and grandsons.
Trent and Trey, of Murray: her
daughter and son-in-law. Carol and
Jed Neal. her granddaughter.
Michelle Sanderson and great
grandchildren. Ilayley and Ethan
Sanderson, her grandson. Todd
Neale and w ite. Kellye and her
children, Josh. Elliott and Brooke.
all ol Huntsville. Ala.: her. granddaughter, Valerie Whatley and hu'shand. Chuck. Louisv ille:• and hei
niece. Margaret Elder and hti
band. Charlie. ot ()cala, Ha

hosts annual
meeting
The 35th annual meeting of
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
Inc. will be Thursday, Sept.
20, at 7 p.m. at the Murray
State University Curris Center.
Dr. Stan Frager of Frager
Associates, Louisville, will be
the featured speaker.
The cost of the meal will
be $15 per person. Interested
persons should send a check
along with the names of those
attending to the attention of
Beverly Wallace, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, P.O. Box
7287, Paducah, KY 420027287. The deadline for reservations is Friday, Sept. 7.
Four Rivers Behavioral
Health is a private non-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation, and
is not a state or local governmental agency. The agency
provides a wide variety of mental health, mental retardation
and substance abuse services
to the nine county region.

CEt EBRATION...Becky Travis blows out the candles on
het cake at her 80th birthday celebration at Sirloin Stock-

Birth

OPEN STOCK STONEWARE
& FLATWARE
in stock merchandise only.

Replace those broken pieces
or complete your set

AUG.3 & 4
SIDEWALK SALE
1100 Chestnut St. • 753-1133

'Biggest Baby Shower' Saturday
Another of the World's Biggest Baby Shower will be Saturday,
Aug. 4, from 10 a.m. to I p.m. at the University Church of Christ
(back entrance). More than 35 exhibits and tables will be set up to
provide helpful information for families with babies and young children. Gifts, refreshments and door prizes will also be featured. For
more information call 759-9592, 762-7333, 762-7410 or 753-6031

Market on courtsquare
Murray Main Street announces Downtown Saturday Market to be
from 8 a.m. to noon on the coudsquare. Featured will be fresh produce and other special items.

Angel Alert is issued
An Angel Alert for an electric refrigerator and an electric stove for
a family of six has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center. Any person having these items to donate is asked
to call the center at 762-7333.

North registration today
North Elementary School will have registration for kindergarten through
fifth grade today (Thursday), Aug. 2 from 3 to 6 p.m. at the school,
located at 2928 Brinn Road. Murray, according to Margaret Cook,
principal.

Southwest open house today
Southwest Elementary School will have its "Back to School" Open
house today (Thursday), Aug. 2. Grades 1 to 5 will have registration
from 4 to 6 p.m. and Kindergarten registration will be at 6 p.m. This
will insure that your child will be placed on a homeroom roster
which will be post at Southwest on Aug. 2, according to Janet Byasse,
principal.

Pyle reception on Sunday
A reception in honor of Yvette Pyle, new principal at Calloway
County High School, will be Sunday, Aug. 5, from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the meeting room of the Calloway County Board of Education. The
public is invited.

Mohler reunion Sunday
SPECIAL GUESTS...Shawna Wicker, left, winner of the Stock
Division, and Maggie Tate, winner of the Super Stock Division, both of Rotary Club Soapbox Derby, were guests of
the Murray Rotary Club, along with their families, at a
recent meeting held at Pagliai's.

Technology makes
customers easier to track
PHOENIX (AP) — Raymond
Haas and Lisa Salyer didn't have
to stand in line, wait for the mail
or leave home to get tickets for
a recent women's basketball game.
The friends went online and
used Salyer's computer to print tickets for themselves, along with
Haas' wife and their two kids. Arriving at America West Arena, they

IF
•

went straight to their seats and
watched the Phoenix Mercury beat
the Sacramento Monarchs.
Print-at-home ticketing is making appearances at sports arenas,
concert halls and movie theaters
across the country. It promises
more convenience for customers
and new marketing opportunities for
venues.

4 4
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Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Allison Graham
bride-elect of
Travis Johnson
join our
bridal registry.

t
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Mori import
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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Bridaf
RegistrY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Kim Jones
bride-elect of
Robert Bryat
n
Join our
bridal registry.

inn

Chestnut St.. Murray
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Calloway County ci;im

American Heart Walk
MSU Regional Special Events Center
Saturday, August 18
8:15 a.m. Registration & Team Photos
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n1)
rk an italtei:r
9:00 a.m. Walk
Fowl'••••,, Do•••• and Shrlte

11.

The annual Mohler family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 5, at the
Senior Citizens Center at Benton. A potluck meal will be served about
12:30 p.m. For more information call 489-2285.

Holland reunion Saturday
The descendants of Daniel Holland will meet Saturday, Aug. 4, at
Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Murray, for the
annual reunion. The group will meet at 2 p.m. for visiting and will
take a break to eat at 5 p.m. For more information call Beth Brubaker at 759-9893 or Mary Holland Goodwin at 753-7817.

Bluegrass concert Friday
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will have its monthly concert on Friday. Aug. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the Benton Exceptional School
building, Benton. This is open to all singers and listeners. For information call 753-2698.

Red Cross offering courses
CPR and first Aid Training will be offered by the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross on Aug. 6 and 13 from 6 to
10 p.m. For those who have a current CPR certification and want to
renew it, a class will be held Aug. 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. Pre-registration may be made at the Red Cross office, 1003 Poplar St., Murray. For information call 753-1421.

Soccer car wash Friday
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have a car wash
at Hardees on Friday. Aug. 3, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

WOW Youth event planned
Woodmen of the World Youth have planned a trip to Venture River
Water Park on Saturday, Aug. 4. Registration will begin at 1:30 p.m.
at the entrance to the park for all participating members. For more
information contact Tim Scruggs, area manager, at 753-4377 or 7598004.

'Cry & Chat Room' to be open

_

1674 STATE ROUTE • 121 NORTH • MURK" KY • 753-2348

Congratulations to Donna Herndon for receiving the 2001 Citizen of the Year Award presented by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce at the annual awards banquet Tuesday evening.
A wonderful leader, organizer and worker,
she has shown her abilities through her position as director of Calloway County Family
Resource Center and in her former position as director of alumni affairs of Murray State University.
Herndon is also active in civic and church activities of the community. She joins other outstanding women and men of the community who have been presented this annual award by the chamber of commerce.

East Elementary School will have registration for enrolling kindergarten students tonight (Thursday). Aug. 2, from 6 to 7 p.m. and for
all other grades from 7 to 8:30 p.m., according to Patsy Whitesell,
principal.

Read the TODAY pages
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By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor

East registration today

6:2c a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
-the baby weighed eight pounds
and measured 21 inches.
Sammy Lee Chilton and Anna
Grandparents are Mary Louise
Marie Reaid of 4 95 Swan Rd..
of Farmington. Jackie Loy
Beak]
Farmington, are the parents of a
and Nancy and Ricky'
Beard.
datightei, Samantha Nicole Chilton.
Chilton,
Benton.
horn on Friday. July it. 2001. at

Samantha Nicole
Chilton

Casa del Sol

Jo's Datebook

Murray Elementary School will have its "Cry & Chat Room" available on the new opening day of school on Monday, Aug. 6, for PI
parents and parents new to the school system. This will be from 7:30
to 9 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church. Representatives from PTO,
Site-Based Decision Making Council, Family Resource Center and the
Volunteer Program will be present to answer any questions.
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Writer's Potpourri
GLADYS JARRETT
Director
Writers'
Potpourri
will be Saturday, Aug.
11, at 9:30
a.m. at the
Calloway
County Public Library.
This is open
to all interested writers.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems written by participants as follows:
Jesus
By Dorothy Locke Inman
Jesus made the news
when he was born.
Jesus made the news
when miracles he performed.
Jesus made the news
when on the cross he died.
Jesus made the news
just for you and I.

to grow.
Just one among many in the
forest,
each with purpose, for richest
and poorest.
Whether 'twas to build as with
beam and board,
or fuel the flame fashioned for
the Lord.
Ours was a destiny that was
unsure,
never knowing just what we
would endure.
Of course, the sun, the rain,
the wind did blow,
each for good as our Creator
did know.
And knew me, He did, this
tree I became,
ordained with purpose to host
the world's shame.
Who would have thought, that

with branches sprawled,
could become the cross
under which Christ crawled.
Oh, to see the rise of the
morning sun,
than render such service as I
As I Look Back
have done!
By Wilma J. Sanders
To return to the wooded famThe house I lived in then
ily,
I can see it plain as day
this heartwood cross would
Mostly it is summer
sing with jubilee!
Or spring is on its way
To think that a tree once so
The siding wasn't fancy
proud and tall,
Neither was the floor
should shoulder God's son, His
But the happiness it held
gift to us all.
I couldn't ask for more
Maybe, in moments of the
My playhouse was close by
morning light,
So were friends and kin
God looked down with His
To make this a pleasant time
majesty and might.
To make my memories in
To see one tree, abloom to
there was a swing out back
His favor,
A "Flying Jenny" too
determined that I would lift
It seems I never ran out
the Savior.
Of pleasant things to do
A curse or blessing - it's still
Even bringing in the wood
hard to tell,
Was not a real big chore
a tree with a spell, or, did I
I'd fill my arms to brimming
My dog would bring one more do well?
This I pondered, a tree, once
I had a little sister
My big sisters were all gone green with leaves,
just as those, who on that hill.
The three of them were marbore two thieves.
ried
Perhaps the truth to be gained
With families of their own
in life's lot,
My life was full and happy
that all can be used in God's
Thank You Lord for such a
plan -and plot.
time
So from sapling to stately tree
And for this store of memooutstretched,
nes
God's sovereign will for me
That are, uniquely mine.
is firmly etched.
And now I thank our God who
Meditations of the Tree
planted me,
By Dale Sheridan
both in the wooded ground,
A sapling was I, along time
and Calvary!
ago;
rooted in the Holy Land, there

By
Rainey Apperson
"Children of the Dome" is a collection of true stories of families
who have lost children to an early
death. The families have learned
to survive and work through their
grief, and many of them have
been transformed professionally
and spiritually by the experience.
Rosemary Smith, the author, was
born in Knoxville, Tennessee, but
spent most of her childhood in
New Albany, Indiana. She and her
husband Luther, both pharmacists,
have resided in Beattyville.
Kentucky, for over twenty-five
years as they raised their three
sons and built their pharmacy cor-

Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Aug. 3,
2001:
You magnetize others with your wit and
charm, making nearly anything possible.
You like surpnses and delight in fnendships that provide that type of interaction. You often don't see others clearly
but more as how you expenence them.
As a result, you could make misjudgments. Others have a lot of power in your
life, especially this year. Learn to let others dominate. If you are single. you could
fall into a sequence of romantic relationships. You might opt for a long-term tie
once you feel a special bond. If you are
attached, your relationship develops an
unusual quality, with a greater spintual
tie. AQUARIUS can challenge you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive:
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Work your way to a key topic.
Others might not understand the whole
message of your words. Use a meeting to
air out your idea. Though others question
you, you keep re-establishing the same
point. You work well in groups. Tonight:
Party the weekend in.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take charge, and listen to advice
from an associate who has high ideals.
Carefully consider an opportunity that
involves a family member. This person
contributes to your professional image as
well. Tonight: In the limelight.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might not mean to. but
you confuse others — and yourself as
well. Your mind drifts to other lands and
different ideas. Know when you have to
rein in your thoughts and start thinking in
terms of the here and now. Later, you can
indulge in daydreaming. Tonight: Take
off ASAP.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22) ,
***** A partner or associate
demands your time. One-on-one relating
helps you understand what is in this person's mind. Examine alternatives that
surround your financial picture. In the
next week, seek out new information and
diverse opinions. Tonight: Accept an
invitation.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A special associate knows
how to create a haze around you. You
might not mind, but don't let this fog
have an impact on your well-being.
Sometimes it is nice to see life from a
rosy perspective. Still, you will ask a
slew of questions. Determine what is
important to you. Tonight: Go along for
-

the ride.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** In some ways, you might be
unusually idealistic, but that motivates
you to achieve even more. If you feel like
you aren't valued in your work, change
your direction. Going back to school
might not be an impossibility, either.
Tonight: Put your feet up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your imagination could get
you into a lot of trouble if not properly
funneled. Establish more of what you
want through a discussion or a brainstorming session. Turn a meeting into a
personal asset. Think in terms of networking and sharing ideas. Tonight:
Make a new friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone might have a totally
different concept about limits and about
what is acceptable. both professionally
and personally. Others look to you for
answers, although you might have something you want to personally mull over.
It's OK if you don't have the answer
immediately. Tonight: Head home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** It takes unusual talent to put
some of the images and ideas that pass
through your mind into effect. You have
the capacity to make an expenence real
for someone. Share more with those
around you. Reach out to a relative at a
distance. Tonight: At a favorite spot.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use your intuition again with
finances. You have a vision of what is
necessary to accomplish your life goals.
A discussion with an associate or a loved
one helps you gain a better idea of what
this person expects in a financial matter.
Tonight: Your treat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You don't always share your
feelings with those around you, so others
don't always understand what you do.
Reveal more of yourself. You could be
delighted by what someone shows in
return. Tonight: Smile, and you'll go a
long way.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***** Distinguish between what is
possible and your expectations. Right
now, you expect another to act in a very
special way. As this behavior might not
be possible for this person. you could be
sorely surpnsed. Reveal more of'what
you desire. Tonight. Take a night off
BORN TODAY
Entrepreneur Martha Stewart (1941).
singer Tony Bennett (1926). actor Martin
Sheen (1940)
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Calloway County School System
August 2, 1991. He was entering
on his final year at the U.S.
to allow needy children to particiMilitary Academy. Roger was an
pate fully in school activities. This
"outstanding cadet" and held
perpetual fund has been used to
many honors at West Point.
meet student needs as diverse as
Donna, who was named "Citizen
shoes and underwear, urgent medof the Year" by the Chamber of
ical treatment, field trip costs, acaCommerce Tuesday, is a wonderteam competition costs,
demic
ful mother and the director of the
summer program fees, assistance
Calloway County Resource
for four students to participate in
Center. She touches hearts with
her story of the loss to the
the Austrian Student Exchange
Herndon family.
Program, a computer for a special
The West Point class of 1992
needs student, and a college scholpurchased Roger's diamond, saparship for a promising student
phire, and ruby class ring and pre- ineligible for
financial aid.
it to us at his memorial
sented
has
Rosemary
date,
To
poration.
Teachers, classmates and other
service August 12, 1991, held at
contacted over eight hundred
leaders, as well as his
community
the Academy chapel. Roger's ring
bereaved families since the death
West
at
Point give quotes,
friends
is now displayed with the legof her sons, Drew and Jeremiah.
special young
of
this
of
tribute
endary collection of rings at the
She lives with Luther and their
man.
our
from
loan
on
library
USMA
son Jordan in Beattyville,
"Children of the Dome" is availKentucky, and Hilton Head Island, family. The concept of class rings
originated at West Point. The disSouth Carolina.
able at Pathfinder Publishing of
"Children of the Dome" includes play of rings, dating back to 1836, California at 3600 Harbor
is one of the most popular attrac28 true stories of survival and
Boulevard #82, Oxnard, CA
tions at West Point, and includes
hope after the loss of a child by
93035.
rings that belonged to General
parents.
May God continue to give
Dwight D. Eisenhower, General
There is a chapter by Donna
& Woody and the family
Donna
Omar Bradley, and General
Herndon on the loss of her and
that they may continue
grace
his
Douglas MacArthur.
"Woody" Herndon's son, Roger
to
their loss of their son.,
with
cope
The Roger Herndon Memorial
Allen Herndon, in a plane crash
on this date ten years ago.
Fund was established in the
aviation program at West Point on

Georgia
teachers get
crash-course
training

SINGERS...A Music Ensemble from the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
presented special music at the summer workshop of the First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs at the Murray Woman's Club House July 24. Members were,
from left, Angie Massey, Joanne Cavitt, Norma Paschall, Kathy Mowery, Gale Vinson, Mary
Beth Hays, Kay Ray, Martha Crafton and Pat Miller. Not pictured is Pamela Seward,
accompanist.

Violence dominates
family programming
LOS ANGELES (AP) Childhood innocence and television are
an increasingly uneasy mix, according to a study released Wednesday.
The group studied 200 hours
of programming airing in 200001 on ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, WB
and UPN during the first hour of
prime time — 8-9 p.m. on the
East and West coasts and 7-8 p.m.
in the Central and Mountain time
zones.
More than 10 million children,
on average, are watching television during that hour, according
to Nielsen Media Research fig-

ures cited by the study.
Overall, coarse language was
up 78 percent to 2.6 instances an
hour compared to 1999, the PTC
study said. If milder curse words
such as "damn" were included in
the tally, the per-hour rate of foul
language usage would reach 6.1.
Bozell said.
Violence rose 70 percent to 2.8
occurrences per hour, the study
found. Fifteen percent of those
depictions involved a gun.
Although sexual material dipped
17 percent, to a per-hour average
of 3.1 instances, it was rawer than
in the past, the PTC said.

Speed to feature
European masters
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
64-painting exhibit featuring a
lineup of European masters from
Cezanne to van Gogh will be
displayed at the Speed Art Museum for a three-month show starting in November 2002.
The exhibit, on loan from the
Kelvingroxe Art Gallery in Glasgow. Scotland. will be shown at
the Louisville museum from Nov.
6, 2002, to Feb. 2. 2003, Speed
officials said Wednesday.
The exhibit, rarely seen outside Scotland, will feature works
by such masters as Monet, Renoir.
Cassatt, Cezanne, van Gogh and
Picasso. The paintings cover the
Impressionist. Post-Impressionist
and Modern periods.

ATLANTA (AP) — A month
ago, 25-year-old Andy Rhodes
worked at a Lowes hardware store.
Kevin Weakley, 31. worked at a
Harris Teeter. Three weeks and
40 hours later, they became two
of Georgia's newest teachers.
When Gov. Roy Barnes
announced the Teach for Georgia
program to address a chronic
teacher shortage, he spoke about
getting mid-career professionals
that •w9uld bring years pl. realworld experience into classrooms.
What he got, for the most part,
were people who were still trying to figure out what to do with
their lives.
Graduates of the program will
start teaching this month, but
some educators are worried that
they are not ready.
"We're defrauding the public
by putting these well-meaning
people into classrooms. We're ruining lives with these trainees," said
Shari Francis, vice president for
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
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Customer Appreciation Celebration!!!
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Stop by any Union Planters Bank
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Players,
coaches
mourn
Stringer
NIANKATO, Minn.(AP) — For
the Minnesota Vikings, training
camp goes on.
With heavy hearts, the Vikings
planned to return to the practice
field Thursday — trying to focus
on football when their thoughts
were surely with their fallen friend,
Korey Stringer.
"We know we have to play
football.- But that's not on our
mind right now," Vikings coach
Dennis Green said Wednesday.
"We have lost a 27-year-old man
and we are going to miss him."
Stringer, a 335-pound Pro Bowl
right tackle who started every
game for Minnesota the last two
seasons, collapsed following an
intense practice in stifling heat
and humidity Tuesday morning
and died 15 hours later at a Mankato hospital of complications from
heat stroke.
"God needed the number 77
more than the Vikings," said owner
Red McCombs, who remembered
no conversations with Stringer
about football — only warm greetings. "I couldn't hug much of
him, because I couldn't get around
him."
His death shocked nearly every
one in the Vikings community
"rye never seen him mad, I've
never seen him argue with a player." said teammate Randy Moss,
ho broke down during a news
conference. "I think if he's looking down off' us IVA now, he
sees all the pain that we feel. But
at the same time, he knows the
show must go on."
Jacksonville Jaguars guard
LeShun Daniels,
who played for
the Vikings in
1997, was best
friends
with
Stringer since
grade school.
"He was .in
the best shape
he has ever
come to camp
STRINGER
at," Daniels said.
"So I thought he
would've been fine up there."
The hospital and team officials
said they couldn't release medical
details without permission from
Stringer's family. A brief statement from Vikings camp doctor
David Knowles said Stringer's vital
organs were damaged, he developed a bleeding disorder, kidney
failure and then heart failure.
Since Stringer also had to leave
Monday's afternoon workout early,
exhausted from the heat, his death
raised questions about whether he
should have been practicing and
the circumstances that led to his
condition.
"There was nothing that I saw
that would indicate any particular
pressure or stress on anyone."
McCombs said.
NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue ordered all 31 teams to review
their rules on training.
"When this happens, it should
cause everybody to wake up,"
Cleveland Browns president Carmen Policy said.
The Vikings only wished to
share their memories of Stringer
on Wednesday. And who could
blame them? Stringer's gift of imitating teammates and coaches and
his, genuine interest in community work made him one of the
team's most popular players.
After Tuesday's practice, someone asked strong safety Robert Griffith who the funniest guy on the
team was.
"No doubt, Korey Stringer,"
Griffith said

Big Mac ties former
Twins star on HR list
•Cards make
it two in row
over Braves 4-0
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Mark McGwire will delay any celebration of
his new status on the career home
run list.
McGwire tied Harmon Killebrew
for fifth place Wednesday night,
connecting off Greg Maddux for
No. 573 in St. Louis' 4-0 win
over the Atlanta Braves on Wednesday night.
"I accomplished something, but
I'm not going to sit back and
think about it, I'm going to think
about the game tomorrow," McGwire said.
McGwire's two-run homer in
' the sixth, his 19th of the season,
was the key hit as the Cardinals
snapped Maddux's 10-game winning streak.
McGwire said there would be
plenty of time later to reflect on
his individual accomplishments.
MAC ATTACKS...Mark McGwire blasted his 19th home run
"Tomorrow is more important
of the season Wednesday night. moving him into a tie for than to think about something I've
fifth place on the all-time homer list with Hall of Famer accomplished that I can think about
Harmon Killebrew
when the season's over and I've

retired," he said.
Maddux said the pitch McGwire hit was a mistake.
"I threw The ball down the middle and he's swinging .way too
good right now for that kind of
pitch," he said. -1 don't like facing him, I never have."
Darryl Kite(11-7)scattered eight
hits over eight innings, striking
out eight and walking one. Dave
Veres pitched the ninth.
Maddux extended his streak
without a walk to 64 1-3 innings,
and left the game after the sixth
with his string intact.
The NL record is 68 innings,
shared by Christy Mathewson and
Randy Jones. Bill Fischer of the
Kansas City Athletics holds the
major league record with 84 innings.
McGwire, whose last nine hits
have all been home runs, connected in the sixth inning. The
two-run shot off Maddux put the
Cardinals ahead 3-0.
McGwire trails Frank Robinson
by 13 for fourth place on the
career list. McGwire also flied out
twice to the warning track.
The game was a pitcher's duel
before McGwire's blast, but Cardinals manager Tony La Russa

Bain destroys Sun Ladies field
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Tunes
PADCA.
U
H K.), - - M May native Mary
Bain shot a final-round 6-over-par 79 Wednesday at Rolling Hills Country Club to win the
48th .annual Paducah Sun Ladies Golf Tour•
nament' by a reinid -Pr Ntrokcs.
Bain's margin of victory over. Sue Trail
shattered Jenny Throgmorton's 20-shot win in

1997, and Bain's three-round. 54-hole total of
227 missed Throgmorton's 1997 record score
by six swings.
After firing back-to-back 74s Monday at
Paxton Park and Tuesday at the Country Club
of Paducah. Bain carded a 41 over the front
'lilac and a 38--on the back half to wiap up
the championship flight title Wednesday.
A blind chip-in from 30 feet for eagle at

the par-5 13th hole helped Bain'record the
best score of the day for the third consecutive round despite needing 32 putts to complete the par-73 Rolling Hills course.
Trail (85-90-85). the six-time Sun Ladies
champion. finished with a 260 for second
while Dean Conyer (90-91-84) placed third at
265.

MIKE OHSTROMIedger & Ttmes photo

UNDER PRESSURE...Murray High sophomore quarterback Blake Hoover drops back under the pressure of two Tiger
defenders during practice Wednesday at the MHS practice field.

Carter signs six-year deal with Raptors
TORONTO(AP)—Vince Carter
Just couldn't leave his adopted
hometown.
Carter, deciding there was no
reason to leave a city where he
is so comfortable, agreed on
Wednesday to a six-year contract
extension worth approximately $94

Chestnut St.
759 3663

million.'
"I feel comfortable here," Carter
said. "It's like home. I think
Dorothy said there's no place like
home, and when I come here,
that's what I feel like."
With one year left on his existing deal, the extension should keep
the Daytona Beach, Fla„ native in
Toronto until he is 31. The
announcement came on Vince
Carter Day. as decreed by Toron-

to Mayor Mel Lastman.
"I'd hate to take the chance to
move elsewhere, and it's not like
here where I feel loved and supported. And I've had that here
since Day I," Carter said. "You
never know if it's greener on the
other side."
Carter led the Raptors into the
second round of the playoffs last
season and now has a chance to
carry them farther now that the

W1NDOWS*SIDING*DECKS

1510

"Pre-Season Sale"

PER MONTH*
*$69.00
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!

Raptors are on the verge of acquiring Hakeem Olajuwon from the
Houston in a sign-and-trade deal.
Olajuwon told the Rockets on
Wednesday he no longer wants to
play for them. The Rockets agreed
to sign and trade him to the Raptors for two draft choices.
"Hakeem's decision is disappointing for the entire Rockets
organization," owner Les Alexander told a Houston TV station.

1-888-670-3035
WEATHERMASTER PRODUCTS

Locals
excel at
Bluegrass
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Calloway
County athletes added 11 more
medals to the total of 16 collected
by local amateurs at the 17th annual
Bluegrass State Games last weekend.
In all, area competitors earned 11
gold medals, three silver medals
and three bronze medals at the 2001
Summer Games.
The swimming venue produced
the most medals for Calloway
County with nine — six golds, one
silver and two bronze medals.
Holly Oatman and Kayla
Simmons both collected four swimming medals, teaming upa to take
the gold in the girls' 11-12 200meter freestyle relay with a time of
2 minutes, 27.57 seconds and the
200 medley relay in 2:40.
Oatman also claimed first place
in the girls' 10-and-under 100
freestyle (1:25.25) and second in
the 50 backstroke (41.73 seconds),
while Simmons captured gold in the
girls' 11-12 50 butterfly (35.37) and
bronze in the 50 backstroke (40.42).
Meg Henry finished third in the
girls' 9-10200 freestyle relay as her
time clocked in at 3:16.35.
Meanwhile, a group of girls' basketball players from Calloway
County High School — coached by
Eddie Morris — won the gold
medal in the 13-14 3-on-3 tournament.
Team members were Kalyn Fox,
Chelsea Morris, Carrie Radke,
Kelly Taylor and Halee Wyatt.
In table tennis, Roger Jett seized
a silver medal in the men's doubles
event and added a bronze in the singles competition.
Earlier in the Bluegrass Games,
Andrew Clinger brought home
three golds and a silver from the
canoeing/kayaking venue while the
McCoy Flames took the top spot on
the medal platform in the girls' soccer U12 open division.
Flames players from Murray and
Calloway County are Beth Ross,
Haley White, Kelsie Hall, Julie
Gingles, Kelsey Duncan, Katlyn
Smith, Mallorie Estenlein, LeAnna
Paschall, Amy Futrell, Colleen
McCoy, Rachel Williams and Blair
Lane.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
INSURANCE ofMurray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE

*NO MONEY DOWN!*NO PYMT.'TIL SUMMER 2001!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
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said he only enjoyed part of it.
"I really enjoyed Darryl, I wasn't enjoying Maddux," La Russa
said. "I was worried about getting ,a run against him."
Kile said he didn't get any special pleasure out of beating Maddux.
"The win is the important thing.
that's what counts more than who
it was against," he said.
- Braves manager Bobby Cox was
ejected in the sixth by home plate
umpire Hunter Wendelstedt for
arguing a called strike.
The Cardinals scored their first
run in the sixth. Fernando Vina
singled and scored from first base
as left fielder B.J. Surhoff bobbled a hit by Placido Polanco for
his first error of the season.
Maddux, who had not lost since
May 30, and Kile dueled until the
sixth.
The Braves loaded the bases with
two outs in the sixth, but rookie
left fielder Albert Pujols made a
running, shoetop catch of Paul
Bako's liner to end the inning.
The Cardinals only had one
runner' reach second base before
the sixth, a first-inning double by
Pujols.

753-5842
tberportner In protection

302 N. 12th Street
Murray
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Canseco's clouts
carry Chicago

4 1/2
15 1/2
20 1/2
30
GB
1
8
14
19

Pct.
720
533
514
449

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

GB
20
22
29

Wednesday's Games
Anaheim 4, Boston 2
Toronto 3 Minnesota 1
Seattle 7, Detroit 1
N Y Yankees 9, Texas 7
Cleveland 6, Oakland 5
Baltimore 6, Tampa Bay 5
Chicago White Sox 7, Kansas City 6
Today's Games
Minnesota (Reed 0-0) at Toronto (Carpenter 7-8). 11 .35 am
Texas (Myette 0-1) at N.Y. Yankees (Mussina 11-8), 1205 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Sturtze 5-9) at Baltimore (Maduro
0-2), 2-05 p.m.
Anaheim (Rapp 3-9) at Boston (Saberhagen 1-0), 6.05 p.m.
Seattle (Pineiro 1-0) at Detroit (Pettylohn
0-3), 605 p.m.
Oakland (Mulder 12-6) at Cleveland (Sabathia
10-3), 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Suppan 4-9) at Chicago White
Sox (K Wells 6-6), 705 p.m.
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Tryouts for boys in the seventh
grade interested in playing on the Murray High School junior-varSity soccer
team will be held Monday from 5:307 p.m and Tuesday from 4-5.30 p m
on the field in front of the vocational
school on the MHS campus along
Sycamore Street.
For more information, call Tiger
head coach James Weatherly at 7535890
The Murray High School Athletic
Booster Club will host the annual Fall
Sports Kickoff Dinner Tuesday at Ty
Holland Field. A dinner consisting of
barbecue sandwiches, baked beans,
chips, dessert and refreshments will
be served at 630 p.m.
The event will introduce the members of the 2001 MHS football, boys'
and girls' soccer and boys' and girls'
golf teams. The Tiger marching band.
cheerleaders and dance squad will
also perform. Season tickets, booster
club memberships and various sports
items, including the new Tiger stadium blanket, will be for sale at the
kickoff dinner.
Tickets for the event are $5 per
person. For more information or to
purchase tickets, call Cindy Clemson
at 753-5508.

17th
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Annual

Jeanne Falwell
Memorial Golf Tournament
• Date:

Friday, August 10, 2001

• Location:

Oaks Country Club

• Time:

Registration 12:00 Noon
Shot Gun Start: 1:00pm

• Format:
• Cost:

• Cart Fee:

Two Person Scramble
$25.00 per person
$50.00 per team
(Cost includes green fees)
$20.00 per cart
(Limited # of carts available. Each
team is responsible for their own
cart by calling Oaks Pro Shop at
(270)753-6454)

Sign up now so that all of us can do our best to help fight
these cancers..,in an effort to remember ourfriend Jeanne.
Allfunds go to the "Leukemia & Lymphoma Society"for
research in fighting Blood-related cancers.

NOTHING tmowa GRASSHOPPER*
Trimability,Versaliity,
Ergonomics & Serviceability

MI Series includes
20-28 hp, gas or diesel,
liquid-or air-cooled models....
DuraMax TM deck lets
you mulch, collect or
side discharge for the
ultimate cut.

M1 Series
Revolutionizes
Mid-mount Mowing

With the ultimate vac for seasonal
cleanup, 14 to 28 hp; gas,
diesel or LP; aircooled or liquidcooled; with 44" to
72" cutting widths; and
a host of year-round
implements.

Offer ends Aug. 31,2001
LAMB'S SMALL Num!Interest
as low as
ENGINE
7.99% APR*
YOUR NEXT MOWER

101 Industrial Rd. • 753-2925
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
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GEARING UP...Jonathan Massengale, 5, of Murray gets
in a practice run recently at the BMX Calloway track at
Murray-Calloway County Park. BMX Calloway, the only
National Bicycle League-sanctioned track in western Kentucky, will host the Bob Warnike Scholarship Race Friday before holding the last state qualifying meet of the
season Sunday at 2 p.m. Registration for Friday's event
will be held from 4-5:30 p.m., while Sunday's registration period will be from noon to 1 p..m. Local races will
be conducted following both competitions.

KNOW THE SCORE - READ
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

"There are expectations put on
this team and me, but this team
and myself have higher expectations for ourselves than anyone
can put on us," Ragone said.
Coach John L. Smith said last
year's success has generated a
healthy self-esteem in his players
heading into fall workouts.
"The self-image of this team
is much greater than it has been,
and that's good," Smith said. "If
you don't think you're good, you're
not going to be good."

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

5% OFF REGULAR PRICED ITEMS!! MUST BRING AD FOR SAVINGS

TREATED LUMBER
T BRING AD FOR SAVIN

Tryouts for the Murray High School .
boys' and girls' golf teams will be held
Monday and Tuesday at at 3:30 p.m
at Murray Country Club. For more
information, call head coach Rechelle
Cadwell-Turner at 767-0358.

to dream big."
Louisville reached the postseason for an unprecedented third
year in a row in 2000, but lost
its third straight bowl game, to
Colorado State in the Liberty Bowl.
Ragone is one of eight starters
returning on an offense that averaged a league-best 35 points per
game in 2000. Six more starters
return on defense, including AllAmerican safety Anthony Floyd,
who led the nation with 10 interceptions, and defensive end Michael
Josiah, who led the league with
13 sacks.
The conference's coaches have
picked Louisville to repeat as champion and Ragone to once again
earn player of the year honors.

•O0 OFF REGULAR PRI ED ITEM !! MUST BRING AD FOR SAVINGS •5% OFF REGULAR PRICED ITEM !! M

SportsBriefs

year in 2000, said there's no reason why Louisville can't improve
on last season's 9-3 record.
-We can be as good as we
want to be. We can be 12-0," said
Ragone, who's put on 25 pounds
since last fall. -It's all up to us."
Senior running back Tony
Stallings also spoke in grand terms.
"I've always been somebody
who didn't believe in limits," said
Stallings, the Cardinals' leading
rusher last year. "If you can conceive it, you can receive it.
"I know how the college thing
works. Even if we go undefeated,
we're not going to be No. I. But
that doesn't mean that somewhere
down the road, the Cardinals can't
be national champions. You've got

5
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Cardinals confident about 2001
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API - A
confident air wafted in the sweltering heat on Louisville's practice field Wednesday as the Cardinals mingled with reporters during their preseason media day.
The defending Conference USA
champions will open their season
against New Mexico State in three
weeks. It starts a bizarre schedule that has Louisville playing
three games on Thursdays, one
on a Tuesday and 12 regular-season games overall.
But junior quarterback Dave
Ragone, the league's player of the
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2x4x8

$2.39 2x10x12

$11.99

2x4x10

$2.99 2x10x16

$13.99

2x4x12

$3.99 2x12x12

$13.99

2x4x16

$5.99 2x12x16

$18.50

2x6x8

$3.49 4x4x8

$4.99

2x6x10

$4.49 4x4x10

$7.99

2x6x12

$5.49 4x4x12

$8.99

2x6x16

$8.99 4x4x16

$12.99

2x8x8

$4.85 5/6x6x8

$2.88

2x8x12

$5.99 5/6x6x10

$3.49

2x8x16

$10.99 5/6x6x12

$3.99

2x10x8

$5.99 5/6x6x16

$4.99

PRE-HUNG STEEL DOORS
6 panel
$89.99
SALE $119.99
9 Lite
10 Fan Lite _SALE $146.99
15 Lite
SALE $155.99
5' Patio &
French Doors
$289.99
6' Patio &
French Doors
$299.99

WALLPAPER
Borders starting

Turned Spindles - .99c:
2x2 Ballast - .59c; Post Tops..99c; Lattice - $8.99

e•

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
77
30
57
50
55
52
48
59

GB

.i
l

ry. The five RBIs gave Canseco
a total of 1,378, passing Johnny
Bench for 57th on the career chart.
The homers - both off Royals starter Chris George (0-2) were Canseco's seventh and eighth
of the season.
"I used to collect Canseco baseball cards in high school," George
said. "I tried to put that out of
my head."
Royce Clayton also homered
for the White Sox, and Dan Wright
(1-0) gave up four runs and seven
hits in five innings in his first
major league start. Sandy Alomar
got his 1,000th career hit with a
single in the second inning.
Yankees 9, Rangers 7
Sterling Hitchcock (1-0) won
in his return to New York as the
Yankees hit a season-high five
homers in the first three innings
and held on to beat Texas.
Chuck Knoblauch and Paul
O'Neill homered in the first, Alfonso Soriano and Derek Jeter hit
two-run homers in the second and
Tino Martinez made it 8-1 with a
leadoff shot in the third off Rob
Bell (4-1).
Mariano Rivera earned his 200th
career save and 35th of the season, closing out the Yankees' ninth
win in 10 games.
Angels 4, Red Sox 2
Scott Schoeneweis (8-8) pitched
into the eighth inning and Troy
Glaus homered to lead charging
Anaheim to victory at Boston.
Tim Salmon also homered for
the Angels, who have won 11 of
12 road games. Anaheim has won
12 of 16 overall to move within
5 1/2 games of the Red Sox, who
lead the wild card race.

•

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
65
42 608
Boston
60
46 566
Toronto
50
58 463
Baltimore
45
63 417
Tampa Bay
35
72 327
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Cleveland
61
45
576
Minnesota
60
47
561
Chicago
52
53 495
Detroit
46
59 438
Kansas City
42
65
393

0
164 "
i

•• • '

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
60
47
561
Philadelphia
58
49 542
2
Florida
54
52 509 51/2
New York
50
58 463 10 1/2
Montreal
46
62 426 14 1/2
Central Division
L Pct. GB
44
Chicago
62
585
Houston
58
49 542 4 1/2
St Louis
514 7 1/2
54
51
Milwaukee
45
60 429 16 1/2
Cincinnati
43
63 406 19
Pittsburgh
41
387 21
65
West Division
Pct. GB
47
Los Angeles
61
565
47
1/2
Arizona
561
60
San Francisco
49
2
59
546
San Diego
55 486 8 1/2
52
Colorado
45
62 421 15 1/2
Wednesday's Games
St Louis 4 Atlanta 0
NY Mets 8, Houston 2 10 innings
Florida 5. Milwaukee 4, 10 innings
Montreal B. Arizona 5
San Diego 4. Chicago Cubs 3
Cincinnati 10, Los Angeles 5
San Francisco 3, Pittsburgh 1
Philadelphia 8, Colorado 1. 6 inn ngs, rain
Today's Games
Florida (Knotts 0-0) at Milwaukee (Levrault
4-6), 1.05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Coggin 1-1) at Colorado (Thom-son 0-3), 205 p.m.
Pittsburgh (McKnight 1-0) at San Francisco (Rueter 10-7), 2 35 pm
Montreal (Vazquez 9-10) at Arizona (Lopez
0-1), 335 pm
Chicago Cubs (Bere 7-5) at San Diego
(Williams 7-8). 405 p.m
N Y Mets (Trachsel 5-10) at Houston (Astacio 6-13), 7.05 p.m
Atlanta (Glavine 10-5) at St. Louis (Smith
3-0), 710 pm
Cincinnati (Dessens 6-8) at Los Angeles
(Prokopec 6-5). 9- 10 p.m

kiiio ',k.....
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Nobody can protect your AUTQ
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

By The Associated Press
Jose Canseco outdid even Babe
Ruth.
In a Bambinolike performance,
Canseco told four young cancer
patients he hoped to homer for
them Wednesday. He then hit two
as the Chicago White Sox beat
the Kansas City Royals 7-6.
"I said hopefully I can hit a
couple home runs for you guys.
But I also said, 'If I don't, watch
batting practice because I'll probably hit a couple out in batting
practice," Canseco said.
On Cancer Survivors Night, 450
patients and their families turned
out at Comiskey Park. The children, two boys and two girls, were
standing near the on-deck circle
during batting practice, meeting
the players and getting their autographs.
Canseco wasn't trying to be
Ruth, who reportedly once called
a home run for a sick child. But
he performed like him.
Canseco hit a three-run homer
in the first and a two-run shot in
the third. Told about Canseco's
talk with the kids, teammate Ray
Durham's eyes widened in disbelief.
"That's pretty impressive,"
Durham said, shaking his head.
"If I said that and went out there,
I think I'd be 0-for-4, 0-for-5."
In other games, it was New
York 9, Texas 7; Anaheim 4,
Boston 2; Cleveland 6, Oakland
5; Toronto 3, Minnesota 1; Seattle 7, Detroit 1; and Baltimore 6,
Tampa Bay 5.
Canseco's 454 career home runs
moved him past Carl Yastrzemski
(452) for 22nd in baseball histo-
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Lindy Suiter

State Auto
Insurance

14
4

at 65c

including

New Load

99c & up

SUPER SPECIAL!
2x8x 12 Treated
2x4x10
Econ-Studs

Bathroom
Vanities
Finished Oak,
Finished White &
Unfinished Oak
In Stock

$5.99
$1.99
$1.39

INTERIOR 6-PANEL
MASONITE UNITS
Split-Jamb
S4999
any size

LUAN PREHUNG UNITS
UNFINISHED
KITCHEN CABINETS

Spl • Jambs
$3899 any size

10% Off

CROSS TIES
$699

LUAN & OAK INT. PREHUNG
No Trim

Landscape
Grade

SPRUCE LUMBER
2x6x8
2x6x10
2x6x12
2x6x14
2x6x16

eirririP

Sponsored By

PAGE 13

$2.39
$2.99
$3.99
$4.69
$5.69

$2699

any size

LANDSCAPE
TIMBERS
$229

ROOFING FELT
$R99
.0 15 lb

Roll

OUR SALE PRICE ONE WEEK ONLY!

T & C Discount Building Materials, Inc.
Located across from Pizza Hut

Hwy. 641 North • Benton, KY •(270) 527-5660
1i=

We accept Visa & Mastercard • Financing Available

Clitt
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ICOREBOARD
Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
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CLASS F ES

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

Zit Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

DISPLAY ADS
$7.00 Column Inch, 60ri Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
tAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Das, Period 1
$2.50 pt.,' column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guidel

010

150

Legal Notice

LINE ADS

Articles For Sale

Notice

155

Appliances

025

Personals
Financial

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

040
050
060
070
090
100

Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

110

Electronics

120

Computers

130

Appliance Parts

140

Want To Buy

in Mentory

13ireft.cicay

Uis

Birthdays come
Birthdays go
For half a
century
Today wish

CAROL STONE
HAPPY BIG
"50!"
Notice
DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Cali Tidwell
Farms 753-9075
DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Call Tidwell
Farms 753-9075
Financial Trouble?
Personal. Auto,
Bankrupts? Need help?
Call 1-888-244-6046
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free.
installed free
Requirements are easy,
just take $21 99 per month
for lyr & have a valid
credit or debit card. Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information.
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

The Metamorphosis
Dedicated to Roger Allan Herndon
6125170 - 812191
The lowly caterpillar
creeping, seeking
limited of sight and mind
bound to earth
In time
heeds the call
unheard by others
turning toward the Creator.
Inside the shroud
of the chrysalis
God's miracle unfolds...
The Metamorphosis.
Emerges now a butterfly
frail tent folded
winging skyward
shimmering, soaring
Transformed.
And so our dear ones too
are free,
free of this wolld's bonds
and cares.
Sweet winged creatures
precious presence
borne heavenward
in hands of love
Glorifying God
Touching hearts with hope
Beautiful symbols of His promise
Fulfilled.
In Loving Memory of Our Son,
Donna & Woody Herndon

020

Lost and Found

Notice

WOULD the lady who
called regarding keys
found in a road on
7-24-01, please call again.
753-0434
Very Important.

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
1104 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
270 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

060
Help Wanted

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Financial
S500 MasterCard.
100% approved No credit
check No deposit
1-800-277-7188

PEACHES'N'
CREAM CORN
$1.50/dz
County

For

Line Produce

orders 489-2026

Part-time LPN
or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to.
P.O. Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY
42071

040
Roommate
Wanted
LOOKING for female to
share apartment and expenses in Murray 270628-3463
050
'Lost and Found
LOST Black male Lab
Last seen wearing a camouflage collar, in Coldwater area 489-6260
LOST: Doberman Pincher
1 yr old, female. black &
tan. Lost near Murray
State Reward Please call
753-6749 daytime or 7530887 night The dog is implanted with a microchip.
no ID on collar.
LOST Green Plain Area
BI-Wh Brown hound Reward PH 753-0513
LOST male yellow Lab
about two months ago
Goes by the name of Henry Call 759-9215

Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
12.50 extra for Shopper ,Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) V..50 extra for blind box ads

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

060

y

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less

020
030

to

COMING SOON!

THE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2001

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring
Managers, Assistant Managers,
Servers, Bartenders, Cooks,
Dishwashers & Bus Boys
Apply In Person
Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
at
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071

060

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Educational Advisor,
Trio/ Educational Talent
Search, Murray State University. Full time, twelve
month position to begin
August 2001. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
in education, human services, communications or
related field required. Experience working with
youths facing educational,
cultural, and/or socioeconomic barriers required,
preferably in an educational setting. Experience in
career, financial aid, personal development, and/or
educational advisement
with middle/high school
youth. Must posses strong
communication. organizational, public relations
skills and be computer literate. Must be detail-oriented, able to handle multiple priorities, and to work
in groups or independently
with minimal supervision.
Extensive independent
weekly travel within the
seven county target area;
some evenings, weekends
and overnight travel is required. Responsibilities:
Coordinates recruitment
and scheduling of services for participants in
grades 6-12; conducts educational, career. financial
aid, personal development
and postsecondary planning workshops; coordinates field trips and cultural activities. Prepares participants' service plans,'
caseload management,
follow-up and evaluation of
student participants. Responsible for recordkeeping and documentation including confidential materials. Interface with area
school systems to implement program. Application Deadline: August 10
2001. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume.
names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
professional references to:
Lisa Needles- Chair,
Search Committee. Educational Talent Search,
Murray State University, 3
Trio Building. Murray, KY
42071-3344. Persons who
have succeeded in overcoming barriers similar to
those confronting target
population are encouraged
to apply. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D/. AA employer.
PLASTER/PAINTER
Full-time. benefits_ Three
years experience painting,
dry wall finishing,
ceramic/mosiac tile setting
and grouting required. Valid driver's license required.
Salary $9 73 hourly. Apply
at: Human Resources,
Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hall.
Murray, Ky 42071-3312
Women/minorities encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D. AA employer.
PLUMING contractor looking for experienced plumber. (270)527-5075
CONVENIENCE
Store
clerk. Midnight shift 9pm5am. Friday thru Tuesday.
Apply at East-Y Grocery.

DRIVER TRAINEES
i
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits.. NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 1-800-242-7364.

PART-TIME clerical positions, partial benefits.
Clerk III (20hr/wk) $8.36
hourly; Administrative Secretary II (25hr/wk) $7.81
hourly. Must have excellent organizational, communication, and microcomputer skills. Keyboarding test required. Apply at:
Human Resources,
404 Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071-3312..
Additional information at:
www.murraystate.edu/indir/hr/lobrpt htm
Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO,
M/F/D, AA employer.

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days. nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.

ELECTRICIAN
Needed Full or part time
Send resume to PO. Box
1040-J, Murray, Ky 42071
FULL-TIME RN/
Admission Coordinator
RNs & LPNs
Must be licensed in the
Henry County Medical
state of Kentucky. Please
Center is seeking regisapply in person at
fered nurses and LPNs.
PART-TIME
LPN/
Britthaven of Benton,
Available schedules for
MDS Coordinator.
2607 Main St.,
both 8 and 12 hour shifts.
Benton,
KY
42025. Must be licensed in the
state of Kentucky. Apply in Available positions in
EOE/AAE
Med/SURG. OB/Nursery,
person at:
MASONRY Laborer
& Float Pool. Excellent
Britthaven of Benton.
435-4622
benefits and salary based
2607 Main St,
MEDICAL Social Work .
on experience. Interested
Benton, Ky 42025.
Henry County Medical
candidates should send
E0EAAE
Center is seeking a Mediresume or apply in person
cal Social Worker. Candi- "PHLEBOTOMIST/PLUS"
. Henry County
Wanted
for
busy
POL
date will be responsible for
Medical Center
M-F/FT.
Experience
prethe development and imP.O. Box 1030
plementation of discharge ferred. Send resume plus
Pans, Tn. 38242
3
references
to:
plans. Minimum require731-644-8472.
ments are BSW and 1-3 Kate Bloodworth, BS
SATELLITE System
Suite
C.
years experience. Prefer
Installer
candidates with MSW and 501 George McClain Dr..
Apply in person at Wood
previous hospital and JCA- Benton, KY 42025
Electronics, 403 Maple St
HO experience. Interested Hiring immediately.
SONIC
Drive-In of MurPT/FT RN positions.
candidates should send
ray is now taking appliresume or apply in person. Must be licensed in the
cations for crew memHenry County Medical state of Kentucky. Please
bers for all shifts. No
Center. P.O. Box 1030 apply in person at:
phone calls please. ApBritthaven
of
Benton
Paris, TN 38242 731-644ply in person at Sonic
2607 Main St,
8472.
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Benton Ky 42025.
NEEDS P/T telemarketer
Murray.
EOE/AAE
Must be mature Salary
plus commission
898-7478
SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST for the Rape
NEW business needs
Criss Center Murray office. Responsibilities
sales help, Call Monday
include: clerical duties, supervising children in
6th, 10am to 12pm
waiting area, assisting with correspondence
759-2147
and dictation. Requirements: Combination of
NOW accepting applicarelevant two year degrees and/or equivalent
tions for full-time mainexperience to demonstrate competency, profence employee.
fessional attitude, good knowledge or MS
Apply in person at
Office, excellent communication skills. No
Calloway Garden
prior history of criminal behavior. Send
Apartments
resume to Carolyn Smith. Director Rape
1505 Diuguid Dr
Crissis Center, P.O. Box 8506 Paducah, Ky
DENTAL Assistant needed
42002-8506. Equal Opportunity Employer.
for mostly chair side duties
in Murray. Experiences
preferred but will consider
all applicants. Send resume to: P.O. Box 1040-A,
18 Wheels In 15 Days
Murray, Ky. 42071

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
$600-S800 Weekly 1st Year

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Propane Gas
in Murray has an opening for a local propane
delivery truck driver
and tank set-installer.
Excellent pay and benefits. Please call (27W
753-8011 or (800) 8744427 ext. 44 for more
details

J(4-1?ISSi

KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCKERS
How's your home time?
Is your insurance paid?
Good wages every week?

The Btmitway Package
Puts You First!
Home most weekends!
Paid health & life ins. 100%!
F_arn up to $915.00,week or more!
Minimum age +. COL +1 yr.0Th
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
Automotive Freight
Bestway Express, Inc.
800-886-7633 EOE

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060

Help Wanted

urtirffis

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings
Want Big Bucks $S$
Drive Big Trucks!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

100

Business
Oppoduoity
HOMEWORKERS
Are you a team player
looking for a solid, stable
Needed.
work environment? Are $635 weekly processing
you looking for a career mail. Easy! No experience
and not just a job? Then needed.
we are looking for YOU!
Call 1-888-517-2362
SPORTABLE
Ext. 4605 24hrs.
SCOREBOARDS
Help Wanted

is experiencing growing
pains and is accepting applications for full time, day
shift positions. We offer
competitive wages and
benefits along with job variety and advancement.
Apply at 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray.
THE Tropics Too
Apply between 8am-5pm
Mon - Fri
901 Coldwater
IMMEDIATE opening at
Oakwood Studio. Fulltime, M-F, 9-5, some Saturdays. Apply in person.
Ph. 753-7050.
:
DETAIU CAR CLEANUP"
Full time position available
immediately for detailing &
cleanup. Applicants should
be responsible. dedicated
workers. Experience is required. Call 270-437-4566

SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS
SALE REPRESENTATIVE
(2 Positions)
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS is experiencing
rapid growth. We seek career-minded individuals
with superior people skills
who are looking for a
GREAT opportunity.
You will be working with
new and existing customers primarily by telephone
from our Murray office. If
you are outgoing, confident. enjoy working with
people, have excellent
phone skills and want a re
warding challenge, please
apply. Excellent pay and
benefits with a bonus incentive plan included.
Send resume to
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS
ATTN: Human Resources
106 Max Hurt Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers... $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
150
Articles
For Sale

.1994 Nissan Sentra
w/ NC, great condition
'New bunk bed
.2 twin beds
•GE dryer.
*Desk & chair.
•Dresser, Chest of drawers
-Propane gas stove.
731-247-5645
200 Yamaha 4-wheeler &
Murray 12.5 riding mower.
Both in excellent condition.
436-2867.
A collector's dream! Loads
of baseball & football
cards for sale. Baseball
cards include: Jackie Robinson, Stan Musial, Duke
Snider & Roy Campanella
rookie. Cards range from
'50s thru today. Call 767lc & Childcare
9339 for more information.
•CLIPPER brick saw $550
WILL DO GENERAL
•1882 Chevy S-10
HOUSE CLEANING
.1986 Dodge Caravan
Call Linda. 759-9553.
436-2823
WILL do house cleaning
DUCK decoys and vibratCommercial or Residential
ing decoys. New still in
492-6177
box. Also Proform/ Profile
treadmill in good/ sharp.
100
Business
753-9585.
Opportunity
FOR Sale
Baby Stuff
COMMERCIAL Building
1 -White Jenny Lind crib
500 N 4th St
w/mattress & sheets
for
877-726-4077
Cali
1-Walker
more information
1-Car Seat
•Some baby toys
*Baby boy clothes Summer and winter 9-24 mos.
Call 759-5339 after 6pm
Mon-Fri

Automotive Systems, Inc.

DURA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS,INC., a leading OEM supplier to
the automotive industry is seeking a talented leader to fill the position of
Plant Controller in our Fulton, KY facility. The Fulton facility is responsible for modular window assemblies.
This position will plan. organize, control and direct the accounting functions for a 400 person manufacturing facility including payroll, accounts
payable/receivable, general accounting, financial analysis and forecasting.
This position will develop and monitor finance related timetables: ensure
an adequate system of internal control: develop statistical data to appraise
results; develop forecast analysis: conduct studies to correct or improve
plant-operating efficiently: prepare operating budget.
This position requires a Bachelor's degree in accounting or finance with
5-10 years related experience CPA preferred.
DURA offers a competitive salary and benefit program. Check us out on
the web at duraauto.com. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Please send resume to:
l)ura Automotive Systems,INC

PO Box 1440
Fulton, KY 42041
dureauj@duraauto.com
Fax:(270)472-0368

FOR sale, like new
18,000/BTU & 110 air conditioner. 436-5650.
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
•Boats, motors, & trailers
accessories. 40% off
*1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
*Used store fixtures.
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
ORLANDO Beach area. 7
days/ six night stay, Paid
$600. sell for $199. Call
502-329-0386.
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area. Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message
SWING set 3 years old
excellent condition $125
negotiable 759-9616

370

41131
Apentnersts For Rant
GREAT 2br /1 bath duplexes/townhouses
in
Dump & Walking
Northwood or Cambridge
Floor
Lawncare & appliances
Load Available
furnished, No pets
753-2062 Days
Call (270)667-7694
437-4833
Nights &
After 6 p.m.
Weekends
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom
Central air/heat
1,2,3,
1111 Appliances
Apartments furnished near
MSU
G E dorm size refrigera753-1252 753-0606
tor 1 year old $75 00
NICE 2br duplex w/carMagic Chef microwave 1
port 1821 Ridgewood Dr
year old $40 Take both
753-7457
$100 Call 753-2079

SAWDUST

400

Commercial Prop. For Sate

FOR SALE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Reduced $45,000 - 203 N. 6th Street

1

2,400 square foot building 100200 lot, paved lot

Call Smith's Poultry 437-4660

RED OAKS APTS.
Special

160

Horns Furnngs
32" TV, couch. VCR, office
desk, gas-grill, dining table. Call for more infomoving, must sell! 7535552.
LAZ-E-BOY
sleeper
couch, in good shape Perfect for rec room or dorm
room. $100 OBO 7535778.

1986 3br, 2 bath, 14x70
$6,000 OBO 345-2622 or
903-7453.
1992 Fleetwood- 2br., 2
bath, utility room, deck,
concrete steps 492-8509.
Must be moved All appliances included.
1999 Fleetwood 16x80
Assume loan + $3000
down Excellent condition,
please call 210-8266 or
759-4584 leave message
Mobile Homes For Rent
14X70 2br, 2 full baths,
reshly painted, 3 miles
east of Murray, yard mowing including. No pets.
$285
plus
deposit.
(270)623-6314.

2 female Shih-Tzu. Very
small. 731-782-3143 or
Call Today!
354-0037.
753-8668.
AKC registered, short
SMALL efficiency apt. No
haired, miniature Dachspets 1 person. Available
hunel Born 4th of July
August 1st 753-5980
Price Negotiable
753-1203 after 5pm.
575-0670
1BR, like new, appliances AKC Shelties. 7n-colors &
Coleman RE 759-4118
sables. Males & females.
2 bedroom duplex, clean, ready August 8th. 270nice area 436-5685
210-0724 270-474-8083.
2BR, Near MSU New carPEG'S Dog Grooming
pet, paint & wallpaper
M-F 753-2915
C/H/A $300 Also 2br,
REGISTERED
Lab pup$250 Coleman RE
pies. Chocolate males 8
759-4118
weeks old. 901-247-5142
2BR duplex in Northwood
DOG Obedience
$425/mo. 759-4406
Master Trainer.
2BR., + $350/mo + deposit
436-2858
+ 1yr. lease. References
AKC registered 7 mo old
required. 489-2534.
bPaotdol
te
2BR., townhouse. Brick,
ts
C/H/A, all appliances
s.
Clean, nice. Northwood
Dr. 1yr lease. No pets.
753-3153
7537900.
2BR., very nice furnished
apt C/H/A, available now. GENTLE
2yr. old buckskin
Coleman RE 759-4118
illy, ready for breaking
3BR, 2 bath, duplex newly $1000 489-2777
remodeled 759-8574

SOLD

2BR , $285/mo. 753-6012
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
No pets 753-9866
,
RENT or sell on contract.
2br., older trailer in Pirate's
Cove near Hardin. Ky
$250 + deposit.
270-928-4831.
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Want to Rent
A two bedroom trailer with
appliances. Outside of
City. No other trailer
around. Older Christian
man 767-9927
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109
1 or 2br, apt at 1610
Farmer. No pets All utilities paid 759-4826
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR Apartment, clean,
walk to MSU
$235
p/month 753-2084
1br apartment. furnished
and all utilities paid $285
month plus deposit. Near
downtown. 436-2755
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt stove. refrigera
tor, DNV, W/D, Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR furnished, low
utilities, no pets $225
753-3949

For Rent
2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109
2 to 3br., house. Appliances furnished. 1yr. leaseno pets- references required. 753-4181 or 489-

2181
2BR. lease & deposit required. No pets. Call after
4:00 753-0728.
2BR house. C/H/A, no
pets. $550/mo + 1yr. lease
+ deposit. 753-2259 or
527-8174.
28R. near MSU. $350/mo,
with stove, refrig., w&d,
ceiling fans. Lease/deposit, references, no pets
753-1059.
3-4 bedroom, sunroom, livingroom, large kitchen/dining. 2.5 bath, utility with
washe & dryer. new central
heating
&
air.
$560/month & deposit.
753-1378.
3BR home/ Den Cherry
Corner Area 753-9841
436-2051
3BR., newly remodel.
$475 p/month 1 year
lease. 753-9636.
CLEAN 2bd. brick house
1 1/2 miles from MSU.
Gas heat, A.C.. ceiling
fans, washer, dryer. stove,
ref , microwave, 2 car garage with storage room.
$475 month + deposit +
lease No pets. 753-8944
after 5PM

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units

Available

753-3853

FORREST VIEW
APART
MENTS
N. 16th St.•

400
Yard Sale
LIST your yard sale fo
free. murraybiz.com

YARD SALE
Old City Park,
Payne St.
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m.-?
We are moving!
Lots of clothes,
household items,
some furniture,
school supplies.

Call (270)753-1970
•

TDD Vann-5454833 It 283

3BR , 1 bath, walk to
MSU 759--5885
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
NORTHWOOD
storage
7594118
presently has units availa4br. Diuguid Dnve Coleble 753-2905 or 753man RE 759-4118.
7536
EXTRA nice, quiet area.
great location 1br, 1 bath
Central gas heat/ air, all PREMIER MINISTORAGE
appliances with MD, 1
•Inside climate control
year lease, 1 month destorage
posit. No pets. 753-2905.
•Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
Southside Manor Apts
•We rent U -Hauls
1,2 & 3br apts
•Heated Boat &
Section 8 housing
RV Storage
753-8221
753-9600
FHO

1645 Irvin Cobb
Rd. - 94 East rt at
Duncan's Mkt. 1.6
miles, on rt.
Friday Only
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lots of clothing, decorative items, household,
furniture including new
computer desk & chair

6 miles East of Murray, next to
Elm Grove Church
Fri. & Sat.• 7 a.m.

400

Yard sales

GIANT
YARD SALE
162 West Dr
East y Subcf
Off 94 E
Fri. & Sat.
. Aug. 3 & 4
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Dishes, decorations
furniture, bikes &
much more

Yard sales

YARD SALE

1706
Holiday Dr.
3rd, 4th & 5th
Showcase, microwave,
stereo, Remington
truck collection, sewing
machines, bow arrows,
chest drawers, lamps,
dishes, chairs,
antiques, all reduced
price, loads more

HUGE
YARD SALE
210 N. 13th St.
Friday 7:30-4:30
Sat. 7:30-1:00
Furniture, 2 beds,
couch, bedding,
t.v.. oak table &
chairs, clothes (all
sizes), shoes,
4 wheeler, toys,
etc.

REMODELING
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 3 & 4
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
2267 Rob Mason
Rd. off 121 North
Furniture, pictures,
rugs. misc., roller
blades & toys
Come seel

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
1502 Canterbury
Drive
7:30 a.m. - ???
Baby items, small
appliances,
furniture, books,
clothes, and
much, much
more

LARGE
YARD SALE
1036 Beach Rd.
121 N. to Kirksey
Hwy., first road on
left past Kirksey.
Follow signs.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 2, 3 & 4
8 a.m.-?

Antiques, bicycles.
toys, furniture, tools
etc.

YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
Take 121 South,
watch for signs.

wind chimes.

www.murrayledger.com
410
PUNIC Sale

410
Public Sale

Tuesday, August 7th, At 5:30 P. M.

The Hunt Residence
2115 Gatesborough Circle
Fri., Aug. 2•8 a.m.-Noon
Sat., Aug. 3•8 a.m.-Noon
Children and baby clothes and toys
Adult clothes and athletic shoes,
household items, costume and sterling silver jewelry (new). All items in
great condition and priced to sell!

ESTATE SALE
509 South Thirteenth
August 3 & 4
Friday and Saturday
7 a.m. until ????
All personal property of the late Novice
and lzetta Pate. Antique and collector
items, furniture and bedding, appliances,
dishes and cookware. We will also be
accepting offers on the house. Everything
must be sold to settle estate.

L_

SS/F7EAC)

410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

Dr. Elisabeth Parrott
•cm se:mitre 16,11-e Strieueit
Dr. Liz Parrott Has Sold Her Chiropractic Practice
And Home To Dr. S. Douglas McAdoo. Dr. Parrott
Is Getting Married And Moving To St. Louis To A
New Home. She Is Leaving Quality Furniture,
Antiques And Chiropractic Related Items !
OLGA limitIcm,es IHII gap Mx a B gEs limit tr.
Ultrasound EMS With Cart "2 Years Old" • 2-Flat
Weidemyer Style Treatment Tables wNew Covers • Older
Anantomotor • Older Treatment Tables • Misc Exam Tools
• Office Supplies • Antique Metal Glass Door Medical
Cabinet • Antique Metal Supply Cabinet • Medical Books
-------------------------------Quality Items From The Home
Beautf.: Oak L..ouble Mini Dressei & Becneiors Chest • Oak
Hall Tree • Oak China Cabinet • Portable Oak Wet Bar
w/Lighted Top • Bar Stools • Sofa wil-lide A Bed • Loveseat Sofa
• Swivel Rocker • Reclining End Sofa & Reclining Chair 'Wall
Saver" • Glass Top End Table & Coffee Table • Computer Table
• Ornate Iron Bed • Brass Bakers Rack • Rattan Sun Room
Sofa, Chairs. Tables • Odd Chairs • Rattan Style Breakfast Table
& Chairs • Desk • White Pine Standing Butcher Block • Wine
Cabinet • Pioneer Stereo System • Large Brass Parrott •
Baldwin 'Howard" Piano wBench • Wurlitzer Organ WBench • 4
Drawer Chest • Lamps • Nice Floral Arrangements • Signed &
Numbered Charles Frace Prints. Matted & Framed • Morehead
Framed Prints • Collectibles • And Much More!'
ANTIOUES....AII In Excellent Condition...
Oak Ice Box • Beautiful Oak Dresser wOrnate Mirror • Rocker
wStool • Lead Glass Lamp • Small Accent Tables • Magazine
Table • Drop Leaf Table k2 Chairs • Side Server • 1 Drawer
Table COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
Quality - Quality - Quality
Or. Parrott Has Very Nice Furniture...
Chiropractic Office Items Will Sell First

JAMES R. CASH
. 1 72£ AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
.,
FANCY FARM,KY- 270-623-8466 J
RC
RC
-THE SELLING MACHINE"
Call For Brochure - www.jamesrcash.com

The Classifieds

Friday, August 3, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.

Ledger & Times

Absolutely Fabulous!

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove. KY.
You all come, will be an all day auction.
3 piece bedroom suite - nice matching sofas - recliners - other odd
chairs - nice small drop leaf breakfast set - small drop leaf table - nice
high chair- nice small baby bed - set of 4 black lamp tables - other
nice lamp tables - coffee table - nice table lamps & floor lamps - 2
bamboo shelves - armoire - 4 nice small & large bookcases - 3 or 4
odd chest of drawers & vanities - glass door bookcase - electric
sewing machine - sewing items - round top trunk - foot locker - nice
old Lincoln Drape Aladdin lamp - old candlestick holder - some old
glass & china - Waxford glass - nice pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - nice apartment size electric cook stove - frost free refrigerator - chest freezer - washer & dryer - vacuum cleaner - nice wood
office desk - nice conference table & chairs - 3 drawer file cabinet color t.v. - nice stereo w/large speakers - push mower - gas line trimmer - Craftsman dust collector - tool chest & wrenches - power tools
- some very old hand & power tools - old meat grinder - old wash kettle - garden planter - gas or fuel tanks. 2 on stands - electric fuel or
gas pump - Coke machine - old milk can hauler - bicycles - hand &
yard tools and much more. Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property 5 acres more or less

Aug. 4th, 2001•10 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. James Bruce at Lynnville, KY. From :Mayfield.
KI" come to Lynnville go past Lynnville Baptist Church on Hwy. 94. From
Murray. Ky take 94 West to Lynnville. Watch for auction signs.
l'his nice frame 2-3 bedroom
house - I bath - living room -.
eat-in, kitchen - central heat &
air - 500 gal. propane tank
goes With the house - outside
storage - 5 bay pole barn community water - in fact the
community well is on the
property.

REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 11:00 A.M.
Personal Property: Maple table & chairs w/hutch - bookcase - hanging lamp - stereo - 4 lamp tables - large letter phone - loveseat sofa recliner - nice twin bed - desk chairs - flower stand - fine old picture &
frame - vacuum cleaner - gas cook stove - fold up walker - small cedar
box - microwave & table - pots & pans - some old dishes - tea glasses
- old meat platter - porch swing with 2 matching wood rockers - some
misc. in out building.
Auction held rain or shine Not responsible for accidents
'arm Qn_redi_otate; 20% down das lir auction. Balance in 30 clays with passing of deed.
Possession with deed. Slake your lead hase paint inspection Wore auction. As you will gisr up
your 10 das post inspection das of auction.

For more information contact

Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall. Broker- 270-435-4011
Dan Miller-Darrell Beane Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

270-753-1916

A
II

GARAGE SALE

Thurs. & Fri.

1701 Parklane
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m. - noon

L_

Mayfield!, Kieteattacicy

PUBLIC AUCTION

YARD SALE
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
94E to 280, go
around S curve, 1st
road on right, 4th
trailer on right.
Girl clothes 6
months to 8,
women clothes,
20" bicycle,
games, toys.

Baby stuff galore - sleepers, onesies, gownS, socks,
bibs, shoes, gate, infant carrier, diaper genie, nursery
toys, even diapers. Lots of children's clothes • boys,
ErffiiiiiTireEreireg drittiFeithril
sizes newborn to 6; girls, sizes newborn to 3T Men's
coveralls, work coats, nice jackets (large and x•large). (ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
Women's dresses, maternity clothes, long wool coat,
NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
etc , television, picture frames, lots of knicks knacks.s

3 FAMILY YARD SALE

Quality girls clothes (146), stereo, metal dog pen
& house, quality toys
household items, set ot
Christmas dishes etc
everything pnced to sell!

GIANT 4 PARTY
YARD SALE
1635 Catalina Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
8 a.m.-?
Baby clothes,
maternity clothes
furniture, dishes.
household items,
clothes of all sizes
dog pen

61 Sherwood Dr. Wiswell L on King
Richard (follow signs)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
(No early sales)

Name brand clothes
& shoes, antique lard
press, oil lamps, new
porcelain dolls,
hammer handles
$1.00 each, angle
grinder, John Deere

CLASSIFIEDS

GARAGE SALE

1213

Murray .10'
Accepting applications.
1 & 2 bedroom townhouses,
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at $315.00
Office Hours: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

MOVING
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325

TAKE over 1 year lease
$280. per month. Call 270258-5252.

400
Yard sales
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TV, Crockpot, electric
wok, golf clubs, nice
ladies clothes (sz
6,7,8), men's clothes
remodeling items.
flower arr,, house
"goodies," Christmas
and more

S

/F71=7
FdrgirlrirgErdiiliridiril,
(ESTATE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Thursday, August 9th, At 4:00 P. M.

Ihe Linda Stokes McClendon Estate
*tan Socotra Siecioirscil Street
IhRalyfitorldl, 11CemteaclIcy
b.:0...:
, ,-- :,' heTE,,n,s OCartS & Mayfield High Sdool Signs - •- •
3 Bedroom Frame Home 1 1/2 Baths
Central Heat 8. Air
Recent New Windows
Garage w/Workshop & Storage Rooms
Nice Yard With Mature Shade

I

S3,000.00 Down, Balance In 30 Days!
Real Estate Sells At 6:00 P.M.!!
Ninety-Eight Oldsmobile 4 Door Automobile
51.000 Miles, Extra Sharp!!..New in '86
Sells After The Real Estate!

ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES
A Very Nice Set 01 Antigua Wicker....Matching
Sofa, Rocker, Chair, Desk w/Chair, Lamp, Trash Can
Many Pieces Of Nice Glassware & Collectibles!!
Mrs. McClendon Saved For Many Years!!
COME PREPARED TO STAY AWHILE!!
Lots Of Depression Era Glassware Of Every
Description • Sheffield China • Blue Ridge
• Wedgewood • Hull • Crockery • Lamps Prints - Ken Holland, Ray Harm 8. Others • Avon
Collection - Craft Items • Costume Jewelry •
Linens • Kitchen Miscellaneous • Household
Miscellaneous •
Roll Top Desk - 1 Drawer
Table - 4 Drawer Chest • Victrota Cabinet Cedar Chest - Recliner • Breakfast Table Washer & Dryer • Refrigerator • Microwave File Cabinet • Wood Work Shop Tools • Wood....
And The List Goes On And On...
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!!
Or. Noll McClendon Executor

JAMES R. CASH
7.E AUCTIONEER

& REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 J C
R
THE SELLING MACHINECall For Brochure - www.jamesrcash.com

RC]
J

ESTATE AUCTION
ABSOLUTE - NO MINIMUMS - NO RESERVES
QUALITY ANTIQUES
Jerry and Joann Windsor owned and operated
"Antique and Uniques", a successful antique store for
many years. They have sold their business and now will
sell at auction their private collection from their home
in Murray, KY.

Saturday,August 4, 2001 • 10 a.m.
508 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY (two blocks west of 12th and
Sycamore). Most any item in this auction will be a collectible or
quality antique. This auction is worthy of your time and attention
- dealer or collector, you will find something worth your trip.
Antique Furniture: Oak with leather inlay top from Pauline"estate purchased from the famous Bowling Green establishment.
walnut hall etagere w/marble base, cherry double glass door china
cabinet, antique walnut bedroom suite, three piece highback
swinging headboard bed, marble top dresser and washstand, walnut chest of drawers, walnut lamp tables, oak hall tree, walnut
dropleaf table, walnut chair, oak highback bed, library table, two
spinning wheels, flax wheel, oak church pew, dresser, oak ticket
box from old Murray Brooks Bus Co.. treadle sewing machine, oak
five stack barrister bookcases w/base and top, child's rolltop desk
with chair, sewing rocker, rare oak glass front seed bin from old
general store, glass door pie safe, mission style' desk with glass
front from local church rectory - 8 ft. tall, extra nice walnut quilt
box, walnut dresser box, large walnut blanket chest.
Glassware. Blue Fire King set of dishes, old Blue Willow set of
dishes, set of Moonstone Depression, large collection Royal Ruby
Glass, pastel dishes, wheat dishes, green and clear sandwich.
Forest green glassware, American Fostoria, Goofus glass, Moon &
Stars lamps and glassware, Cobalt glassware. old Carnival
including pitcher & glasses, Occupied Japan lamps, tall figurines
and wall plaques. Blue Ridge or Irvin pottery pitcher, candy containers, old blue & white canister and spice set, other spice sets,
milk bottles, Blue Delft pieces. old embossed baby bottles, wood
barrel tap, cap guns, Red Cape Cod.
Handkuns• 22 Short, 32 Caliber Pistol.
Automobile: Ride form the past 1960 Chevy 4 door sedan.
Collections; Dawson Springs large jug, bottles and collection of
mugs, Pottertown Cats Paw collection - marked. Bell City Pottery
pieces - one marked, scratch jugs from Fulton, stone jugs & chamber pot, western theater bills, Queen Elizabeth tins & glass, Ben
Franklin brass pellet gun &
esotiers, some granite ware, pewter,
walnut framed Courier & Iv
ctures, old yard of roses & apples,
old picture frames & pictures, fruit prints, old photograph album
& pictures, jewelry, books, Greek Key kerosene lamps, bulls eye,
rare Aladdin piano lamp, train motion lamp, other lamps, old
mantle & wall clocks, motion clocks, large wood churn & egg
crate, wood butter molds, glass churns, Dutch doll quilt & other
quilts told), doilies & linens, quilt tops, old wood primitive bucket
vv/advertising. JC Goodmen, Ken Holland & Neals Holland
prints, lots of other prints, old catalogs, iron skillets, pots, figures
& muffin pans, hanging chandeliers & lamps, old 50's material &
curtains, lots of paper items Murray, Mayfield & Paris advertising items. Madame Alexander "I Love Lucy",80+ yr. old cloth doll
& others MI of this and much more.
Terms: Cash Day of Sale

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"

P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
e-mail: wdanVIdd.net
website: farrisauction.com
Not rnponaoble for acroients knnouncernents day of ,ale take precedence ,
O Pr ail prmted rnatenal
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Used Cars
'OUR Duplex in Mayfield
All rented
very nice
i270)898-7042
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What Its Worth"

[
IIM
Sarvices Offered

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours,
877-937-2886

440
Lots For Sale
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
1/2 care lot in Lynnwood
Estates 759-8079
3 lots
12x50 Old. water, septic. 1
block from boat ramp
$10.500 OBO 759-5945
436-6320.
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11.000 Price includes
water. septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

91 Lincoln Town Car. 1
driven.
lady
owner,
152,xxx • miles, services
well. $4,500. 753-8087 83pm.

Acreage
10 67 wooded acres with
spring fed creek Very private Call 753-6980
16 acres. 6 miles north of
Murray on Hopkins Road
S3,000/ per acre. would
sell 8 acres tracts. 7532861 or 436-6133
ACREAGE,
Beautiful 5-10-25 acre
tracts and larger located
very near the KY.-TENN.
State line in Tenn. Wooded and open tracts near
Hwy. 641 Priced starting
at $21,000 on 5 acre
tracts Moody Realty Co.,
Inc Jimmy Oliver. Realtor,
1-800-642-5093

Vans
1984 1 Ton Chevy box
van. 42,500.
1995 Tiger Shark 660 Jet
Ski. $2,500_ 753-7824.
'97 Pontiac Transport Silver, air, tilt, cruise -7594762
Baseball
ATTENTION
travelers. 1993 Chevy Astro Van, excellent condition, locate one owner.
Great for hauling kids to
baseball games or car
pooling.
759-1556.
BEAUTIFUL green van, 95
Olds Silhouette Seats 7
must sell 753-9585

460
Homes FM Sale
3BR . 2 bath, brick ranch
in
Sherwood
Forrest
C/N/A,• gas & electric.
wood floors, deck Approx
7 acre landscaped yard w/
shed & garden 753-3076

1985 Chevy S-10 Ext Cab
A/C runs good $1600
OBO. 489-2597

6 room. 2br Recent vinyl
siding. winsulation and
shingles. Near downtown.
zoned B-3. Reduced to
545,000 No Realtors.
Call 753-6429
BUILT in 2000 3bdr. 2
bath West of Murray. 7594762
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath. red brick, double lot
town edge Call 753-4109
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice
2hr 1 bath near MSU
C HiA, fenced in back yard
with deck, extra storage
space 560's 753-8764
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into. 2br, 1
bath carport. utility room.
$39.900
435-4632 or 559-8510.
LOTS of living space. 3br.,
2 bath. 2.000 sqft., vaulted
ceiling. sky lights. deck &
pa•io Basement reci workshop Quiet street. Shady
yard Walk to university.
216 VVoodlawn Ave Call
753-5091

Boats & Motors
1992 Manta Ray Ski boa
only 94 hrs on engine ride
guide steering, great condition Asking S8,000 Call
759-4265
FOR Sale or Trade
MEG boat, motor, and
trailer, 4hr on motor overhaul Foot Control Trolling
Motor. Fish Finder, Horns,
Lights. CB Radio 436-2659

A affordable hauling. junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-2867

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

NEED a deck, addition, or
a remodel job
Call
2BR., cottage home in McCuiston-Barnhill Concountry. C/H.,, A, wood struction at (270)436floors, garden. 1 acre +/- 5327, ask for Brandon or
Asking $57.500 759-0997 Kevin

,!!\
H
waiT,M
_‘LXZItlin (f2)7int
StiOW
• ,,Lrage credit inoi perfect)• Ste.A1). fihorne
I.. SHOW l'OU
• Jo,
:loan. no nione dov.ri • flexible forgi . in.2 progr
•' xedlent fixed rate 10 xr

Global Mortgage Link
Gcl I ,. P:4, Alit • Pat Builci • far ouch n it
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite B
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Sport Utility Vehicles

'91 Ford Explorer. Black
7594762

199( Plymoth Lazer. 5
soeed $1,200 OBO 3452622 or 903-7453
1991 Ford Escort GT 1.9-L
engine, 5-speed, 4-cyl.
154.000 miles, still gets
25mpg city, 31mpg highway. 4 new tires, new rear
struts good shape, taken
care of $1500. 270-3772807 or 759-4841
1997 Nissan 4dr Pathfinder Nice 37,xxx miles
Must sell $17,000 7530434
1998 Ford Taurus SE.
loaded Must See! $9750
OBO 759-0890, leave
message
90 Cadillac Seville 4 door,
white, wired leather power
recliner lumbar seats
74,xxx miles 753 0114
92 Buick regal Very good
condition $2500 7533918
FOR SALE
Silver 1996 Plymouth
Breeze 4dr,
good condition
Over 100,000 miles
If interested in buying call
759-9215
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Services Offered
A time to take care of your
home. Affordable work
done to perfection building. remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing.
siding. concrete, fences.
furniture design and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380

Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
-The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
•Compare our prices
*References furnished
•Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
•Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
•Lawn mowing,
•Landscaping,
•Bed mulching.
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured.
270-753-6772
270-759-4762.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters 753-2592."
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HOFFMAN'S
Irrigation & Lawn
Sprinklers
*Professional Systems
*Residential
*Commercial
•Free Estimates
Phone 759-4512
Fax 759-9425
Contact Tom or Steve
MATTS MOWING
759-2514
*Mowing .Landscaping
*Gutter-Cleaning

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions.
remodeling. Rotten floors.
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways, .Parking lots.
*Subdivision paving..Seal
coating, *Stripping
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268
Free Column

A-1 Tree Service
kittens to good
FREE
home Litter-box trained
Stump Removal
753-2616 or 753-1576
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
FREE kittens. 492-6208
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed
753-7860 753-9308.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

FREE
PALLETS
U-011 off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Statewide
Classifieds
BUILDINGS
•CLEARANCE -HUGE
SAVINGS on select Steel
Arch Buildings including
20x28, 25x26
40x80
Great backyard workshops, garages and more
Call 800-341-7007
www steelmasterusa com
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•DOLLAR
STORE
EXPRESS Top
Store
Developer/Wholesaler
Si 00-$10 00 Stores Over
15.000
Products,
Complete Turnkey from
$49,900 Call 800-6714558
FOR SALE
*WOLFF TANNING BEDS
TAN AT HOME! Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.00_
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call
today 800-842-1310
www.np.etstan.com
*NEED HELP BUYING A
COMPUTER FOR YOUR
HOME OR OFFICE? Want
to make sure you're getting
the best price? Ask about
the Gateway Guarantee.
Call 800-858-1620 or
visit gateway.com/paper.
*WINDOW
& SIDING
SALE $69 per mo. All credit accepted, no money
down. Lifetime warranty.
Call toll free today for free
estimate 888-670-3035.
Weathermaster Products.
•Some Restrictions Apply.

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•DRIVERS-CDL TRAINING get paid while training
for placement with major
trucking company. Earn big
money! Commonwealth
Truck Driving School. Call
toll free: 877-970-4043
•DR1VERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER, New Starting
Pay
Scale,
Paid
Earning
Orientation,
Potential Up To $50,000
Per Year, Full Benefits.
New Model Conventional
Tractors, Quality Home
Time, Regional & OTR
Drivers Needed. NO STUDENTS PLEASE. Call
Arctic Express .
800-927-0431
www.arcticexpress.com or
P.O. Box 129.
Hilliard, OH 43026.
•DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals.
3 years experience. $2,000
Sign On Bonus. Start .34e.38c mile+ benefits. Call
800-444-6648.

a

Statewide
Classifieds
*ATTENTION DRIVERSNo experience necessary!
TMC Transportation needs
drivers. $650 guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
$900 per week or more
and still get home on
weekends! For CDL training call 800-206-7364
•DRIVERS: LOOK! Get
Your Class A COL IN JUST
15 DAYS! Great Job
Available
Opportunities
With Tuition REIMBURSEMENT, If Qualify. Get On
The Road To A New Career
& Earn Big Bucks! IN
STATE TRAINING! Call
800-301-6759

Iii •
t
if it •cl

Statewide
Classifieds
•DRIVER -Company
Drivers/Owner Operators
Lease Purchase Plans!
0/Ots-Bring your truck. We
service your truck and sell
parts at Boydis discount!
Boyd Bros 800-543-8923
EOE.
NORTH
•DRIVERS:
American Van Lines has
openings in Specialized
Truckload, Relocation and
Flatbed fleets. Minimum of
6 months o/t/r experience.
Tractor purchase available.
Call 800-348-2147, Dept_
KYS.
•$B1G MONEYS N.T.S.
Placement Company
Needs Drivers!
Inexperienced Up To
$600. Experienced Up to
$1000 Pay Up To .42
cpm. Paid training, if you
qualify. 888-781-8556.
Tractor Trailer Training

•DRIVERS-WALK
IN
DRIVE OUT! LEASE PURCHASE "99 & Newer
Trucks,
NO
MONEY
DOWN, Low
Weekly
Payments, 800-231-5209
Call Kyra ext. 2941 7 days
a week!
•DRIVERS OTR-MARTEN
wwwmscarners.corn
TRANSPORT, LTD. Can
•DRIVERS WITH CDL! Pay You With 1 Year Plus
TONS OF MILES AVAIL- Experience, 33c Per Mile.
800-395-3331
ABLE! High & Drop & Call
Hook. Regional Shorthaul www.marten.com.
or Longhaul. Late Model •DRIVERS-Home Every
Equipment. Teams & Weekend, No New York
Singles. 877-624-8761
City! Company: 'Top Pay,
mention 7SS-2
.360 •paid insurances and
•A JOB FOR YOU! Drivers more. Owner Operatorneeded now. Exp'd 800- New - •.86c/mile (includes
958-2353. No Exp'd? No 3c fuel surcharge) 'paid
plate/permits/fuel
Problem, 14 Day COL_ $0 base
•reimburse
Financing. Lifetime Job taxes
Placement. Call today 888- tolls/scales. Lease purchase program available,
645-8505.
800-948-6766, www.epes•HI-CUBE
EXPRESS
Owner Operators! Home transport.com.

Statewide
Classifieds

Southern *EXPERIENCED DESIGN
*DRIVERS:
Indiana Company Needs EDITOR for top state small
For
Flatbed daily newspaper Must be
Drivers
Operation. Late Model proficient
Quark,
in
Equipment. Home Most Photoshop and Freehand
Weekends! Must Be 23 Resumes and page samYrs. Old/2 Yrs. Experience
ples only to Editor, The
Call Paula it 800-264- Winchester Sun, PO Box
2442.
4300, Winchester, Ky.
•DREAMING OF A BIG- 40392-4300
GER PAYCHECK? Earn •58,000 SIGNING BONUS,
$700/VVeek 1st Year! NO- COLLEGE
TUITION
Experience
Necessary! ASSISTANCE
AVAIL$0/Down/2 week CDL ABLE. Initially part-time
Training. Call MINDY 800- work, possible full-time. Up
995-5832 Exp'd Drivers to $19 an hour. Limited
Call 800-958-2353.
openings. Call 1 -800-GONational
KY
*DRIVER: Minimum $500 GUARD
Down Lease Purchase- Guard.
$Paid Twice Weekly! Be
TOYS
&
•FRIENDLY
Your Own Boss! Run
GIFTS has openings for
Regional or OTR!. EOE.
party plan advisors and
Call Bob or Tony 800-553managers. Home decor,
CAST (2778)
gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
HELP WANTED
cash, trips, recognition
-TRAIN
AND
WORK Free catalog, information
HOME! 800-488-4875.
CLOSE
TO
Choose from one of 7 job 'AVON-Looking for higher
centers across the state income? More flexible
and receive free training hours?
Independence?
right here in Kentucky. Job AVON has what you're
Corps staff will help you looking for. Letis talk. 888plan your career, find a 942-4053
great job close to home
and earn more money
PET/PET SUPPLIES
when you graduate. Get
you GED or high school •GET LATEST TECHNOLdiploma while living on a OGY in flea/tick control
Kentucky Job Corps cen- Happy Jack Kennel Spot
ter. Residential and non- (TM): More active ingrediresidential programs avail- ent, quicker kill, longer
able. Ages 16-24. Call 1- residual. Lower price! At
866-JOBCORPS for more Southern States stores.
information about a center (www.happyjackinc.com)
near you.

REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
*LAKE CABIN RETREAT!
3.4 acs/$69,900 New 1600
sq ft. Ig cabin to be built.
Access beautiful Lake
Cumberland, KY in min
Other lakefront parcels
available. EZ financing.
Toll-free 866-770-9311 ext.
515
RESORTS RENTALS
i•GET MARRIED!i SMOKY
MOUNTAINS, areas most
beautiful chapels, orbained
Ministers,
Complete
Arrangements.
Honeymoon/Family
Breathtaking
Cabins,
Views, Pool. Wedding
Arrangements 800-8937274, Vacation Lodging
800-634-5814
smokyweddings corn
•PANAMA CITY BEACH.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort. From $39(1-2 p.m.
Arrive
Sun/Mon.-FREE
night starting 8/19/01.
Restrictions). Pools, river
ride, suites, bar. 800-4888828. www.sandpiperbeacon.corn

4cliffilotet
with the Classifieds.

LEDGERIKTINILs
Nit Mill

12701753-1916

weekly! No east coast, no •DR1VER-COVENANT
touch
freight,
75% TRANSPORT Now offering
Pay
for
Diem
drop/hook, no upfront Per
Experienced Teams, Solos
costs. Call 800-200-2823.
0/0Trainers.
•OTR
DRIVERS-Mainly and
Solos/Teams 83c Plus fuel
Midwest/Southeast/South.
No unloading. No New surcharge. Experienced
800-441-4394
York City. Late Model Drivers,
Operators, 877Conventional Condois. 2 Owner
Graduate
Years OTR With Hazmat. 848-6615
Pay All Miles. 800-896- Students, 800-338-6428.
8118, 8 AM-5 PM CDT, •DRIVERS and OWNER
OPERATORS NEEDED!
Omaha. NE.
package! No
•DRIVERS: Allied Van Great pay
touch freight. Great home
Lines has openings in electime. Call for specific protronics and trade shows.
gram details. HORNADY
year
Class A CDL with 1
800-441o/t/r experience. Tractor HAS IT ALL !
4271, Ext. WET135.
Purchase available. Call
800-634-2200,
Dept. •DRIVERS-Guaranteed
Home Time! Great Pay!
AKYS.
800-247-8040.
•WANT TO BE HOME Call SMX!
cpmEVERY 5-7 DAYS? Run Veterans Start .32
cpm-Van.
regional with more pay Flatbed, 31
than most long haul driv- www.smxc.corn
ers! 12 months OTR •DRIVER:
WANTED!
required.
HEARTLAND Company drivers and
EXPRESS 800-441-4953
0/OP's. Dedicated cuswwwheartiandexpress.com
tomers-airfreight.
OTR
CDL Class-A drivers.
Limited openings! Call
Now!
800-788-7357!
Statewide
www.landaircom.
Classifieds

HELLO TO
GOOD BUYS
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

a
Your Ad Could Be isflitlAINIIN
Metal Roofing
Here For Only
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
to the inch the same day. Trim
$150.00 Per Month! &cutaccessories
in stock. Also post
frame building material.

For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department.

_Jr*
17=177-71-77;,7"k
=Moving

1

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator

*Luke Lamb*

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy,

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor joists under houses to,
sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers.
P/us...all other home improvements

We Specialize in Cleaning .'
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

-c,"1,- ---Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED &INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

r7. CHRIS KROUP'0
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Custom Furniture & Cabinetr
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Residential/Commercial

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

David's Cleaning
Services

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipm,iit
Tree & Stump
Prial Lamb
Removal

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-,1916

753-1916

_4J
To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Fred Schultz, superintendent of
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago,
DEAR COMMITTEE MEMTen years ago
you asked readers who had been BERS AND DEAR READERS: A
Murray
City Schools, discussed the
The Governor's Scholars Board
DEAR DR. GOTT: What kinds of
diagnosed with schizophrenia to great many medical consumers
system's new middle school at a
of
Directors
has
voted
to
return
the
information does a cardiogram prowrite and describe their experiences would love the chance to air
program to Murray State University meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
vide?
with the mental health system for their feelings about how they
Births reported include a girl to
and Centre College of Danville next
DEAR READER: The electrocarthe Group for Advancement of Psy- have been treated by "the
Lt.
and Mrs. Lloyd Brown, July 21;
summer.
diogram machine is nothing more
chiatry. We received hundreds of system." Thank you for allowing
than an amplifier that records the
candid, thoughtful and provocative my readers to level with you. I
Published is a picture of Steve a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
incredibly faint electrical activity in
letters, and while their treatment had the opportunity to review
Zea, executive director, and Joe Westerman, July 26.
the heart and displays it in a visual
and reactions were diverse, many many of the letters readers sent
Forty years ago
Dick, president, Murray-Calloway
pattern of waves. In very simple
shared similar experiences.
to assist your study. While it
Conrad Werth, director of the
DEAR
DR.
GOTT:
My
County
daughter,
age
Chamber
of
Commerce,
terms, these waves reflect the two
They described their struggle came as no surprise that
honoring Vernon Gantt and Loretta National Park Service, today adphases of the cardiac cycle: depolar- 3, has been diagnosed by her pediatri- with a terrible and frightening ill- patients were willing to tell me
cian
with
congenital
subluxation
in
Jobs
as the chamber's top member- vised Cong. Frank Albert Stubbleness and the importance of their things they wouldn't ordinarily
ization (producing heart muscle conship sellers during the annual mem- field, Murray, that his agency entraction) and repolarization (recharg- both knees. What does this mean and own inner strengths, as well as sup- tell their doctors, I was struck
dorsed the plan to develop a naport from mental health profession- by their frankness.
ing of the electrical system). The what effect will it have in later years?
bership drive.
spiky wave — so evident on the moni- DEAR READER: Chronic patellar als, family, friends, religion and
tional
Those interested in obtaining
recreation area between the
Births reported include a girl to
tors in TV medical dramas — is called subluxation simply means that the work. What was vital was feeling a copy of the booklet,"Now That
Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers.
John
and
Lori
Denham,
July
17.
the QRS complex. It stimulates the kneecap is too loosely attached to the cared-for, respected and listened-to We Are Listening," may do so by
The plan, embracing 170,000 acres
heartbeat. This is followed by a slow- knee joint and may tend to slip out of by a knowledgeable doctor (or other sending name and address to:
Twenty years ago
in southwestern Kentucky and wester, gentler wave of recharging - the T place, usually during strenuous exer- professional), who would stick with McKassen, Attn: Maria Harryn,
Murray State University Board ern Tennessee, was initiated in a rethem
over
the
long
Drive,
Suite
repeats
itself
cise.
I
doubt
that
your
haul.
800
Business
Center
daughter will
wave. Then the cycle
of Regents took action to deal with port by the Tennessee
Valley
Many readers complained that 100, Horsham,PA 19044. Be sure
over and over again as long as we live. have any problem for years, at least
the state's most recent round of Authority to President John F.
their care was hindered by insur- to include the title of the bookKenFactors that affect the QRS com- until her bones and joints mature.
budget cuts, approving six propos- nedy on July 6.
plex are exceedingly nportant. However, she may eventually have ance limitations, restrictive agency let with your request.
als which will slice $536,500 from
Births reported at Murray HospiChanges or disturbances in this wave to be cautious during athletic activity, policies and insensitive or unskilled
***
the school's 1981-82 budget.
tal include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
often indicate cardiac damage, such particularly sports that involve run- clinicians.
There were many inspirational
DEAR ABBY: I'm sending an
Births reported include a boy to Wayne Black, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
as heart attack, musr'L: death and life- ning,jumping or skating.
threatening irregular ..ies in heartbeat You would be prudent to obtain an letters about lifesaving care, yet we original to add to your "you know
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Odom, July 17; Bruce Garland and a boy to Mr. and
you're getting older when ..." collecand electrical conduction. Therefore, opinion from an orthopedic surgeon physicians were appalled by how
a boy to Mark and Jeanetta Smith, Mrs. Tommy Lee.
such changes have profound signifi- — to confirm the pediatrician's diag- often treatment was perceived as tion. It came to mind when I read
July 22; boy to Richard and Sally
Fifty years ago
nosis and give you advice about how impersonal, fragmented and dehu- about applications being submitted
cance.
Smotherman, July 24; a boy to Mr.
Hecht S. Lackey, district govermanizing.
Without
social,
Coliseum
in
Memphis
personal,
to
have
the
to
avoid
future
problems.
The
specialin
alterations
On the other hand,
and Mrs. William Harvey Harmon, nor of Rotary International, made
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Bravada

2001 Cadillac
DeVille

Stk #0-2004

Stk #C1016 •Was $42,450
DISCOUNT $3,551

ONLY

NOW

$29,888

$38,899

"NO

EflIJ.L5 -f1)
2001 Olds
Alero

ck
Sabre

Stk #0-1012

Stk #61061

S I 0 Sportside

2001 Prg. C

NOW

$21,489

PRICED TO GO

$16,999

I I 12, Xtra Clean

Stk #X1097,Save

$3

WHAT A BUY AT

11BARGAIN $71NOW EVEN BETTER $7,333

2

ntiac Bonneville
400 Miles,Sporty & Roomy, MSRP Was $26,035

Stk #X I I I

SAVE THOUSANDS AT $

A SPECIAL

V
_

I 9,975

1997 Jeep Grd. Cherokee Laredo

1993 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

Stk #X 1 120. Fully Loaded,4x4, Clean

Stk #X00374,Extra Clean,Always Wanted A Cadillac

YOU GOTTA SEE THIS SUV

OWN
'
.

44,888

4
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1996 Jeep Country

1999 Cadillac SeVille SLS

2001 Buick LeSabre

Stk #X I 096A,Go Anywhere,
Xtra Nice, Leather, Loaded

Stk #C I 023A, Only 23,000 Miles

Stk #X11 I 4,America's Best Car

CALL ON THIS TODAY!

DON'T MISS THIS 1!

DRIVE IT HOME TODAY FOR $

va er pe
Stk #X 1092.B, Great First Car,Save On Gas

I 9,777

SAVE TODAY AT $

,699

**1100091.111.
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1982 Chevrolet Scottsdale

1997 Toyota Camry LE

1997 Chevy Lumina

Stk #X1088A

Stk #X1 I 10A,49,000 Miles, Great Car

Project,Wood Hauler, Farm Truck

NOW $R,
.
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MISSTHISTRUCK! ONLY 30,000 MILES
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